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AGENDA 
 

Meeting Housing Committee 

Date Wednesday 8 November 2017 

Time 2.00 pm 

Place Committee Room 5, City Hall, The 
Queen's Walk, London, SE1 2AA 

 
Copies of the reports and any attachments may be found at  
www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/housing 
 
Most meetings of the London Assembly and its Committees are webcast live at 
www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/webcasts where you can also view past 
meetings. 
 
Members of the Committee 
Sian Berry AM (Chair) 
Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chairman) 
Tom Copley AM 
Leonie Cooper AM 

Tony Devenish AM 
Nicky Gavron AM 
David Kurten AM 

 

A meeting of the Committee has been called by the Chair of the Committee to deal with the business 

listed below.  

Ed Williams, Executive Director of Secretariat 
Tuesday 31 October 2017 

 
Further Information 
If you have questions, would like further information about the meeting or require special facilities 
please contact: Clare Bryant, Committee Officer; telephone: 020 7983 4616;  
Email: clare.bryant@london.gov.uk; minicom: 020 7983 4458 
 
For media enquiries please contact: Sonia Labboun; Telephone: 020 7983 5769; 
Email sonia.labboun@london.gov.uk.  If you have any questions about individual items please contact 
the author whose details are at the end of the report.  
 
This meeting will be open to the public, except for where exempt information is being discussed as 
noted on the agenda.  A guide for the press and public on attending and reporting meetings of local 
government bodies, including the use of film, photography, social media and other means is available 
at www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Openness-in-Meetings.pdf.  
 
There is access for disabled people, and induction loops are available.  There is limited underground 
parking for orange and blue badge holders, which will be allocated on a first-come first-served basis.  
Please contact Facilities Management on 020 7983 4750 in advance if you require a parking space or 
further information. 

http://www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/housing
http://www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/webcasts
http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Openness-in-Meetings.pdf
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020 7983 4100 or email assembly.translations@london.gov.uk.   
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Agenda 
Housing Committee 
Wednesday 8 November 2017 
 
 

1 Apologies for Absence and Chair's Announcements  
 
 To receive any apologies for absence and any announcements from the Chair.  

 
 

2 Declarations of Interests (Pages 1 - 4) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact:  Clare Bryant, Clare.Bryant@london.gov.uk, 020 7983 4616 

 

The Committee is recommended to: 

 

(a) Note the list of offices held by Assembly Members, as set out in the table at 

Agenda Item 2, as disclosable pecuniary interests;  

 

(b) Note the declaration by any Member(s) of any disclosable pecuniary interests 

in specific items listed on the agenda and the necessary action taken by the 

Member(s) regarding withdrawal following such declaration(s); and 

 

(c) Note the declaration by any Member(s) of any other interests deemed to be 

relevant (including any interests arising from gifts and hospitality received 

which are not at the time of the meeting reflected on the Authority’s register 

of gifts and hospitality, and noting also the advice from the GLA’s 

Monitoring Officer set out at Agenda Item 2) and to note any necessary 

action taken by the Member(s) following such declaration(s). 
 
 

3 Minutes (Pages 5 - 42) 

 
 The Committee is recommended to confirm the minutes of the meeting of the 

Committee held on 5 October 2017 to be signed by the Chair as a correct record. 
 

 The appendix to the minutes set out on pages 9 to 42 is attached for Members and officers only 

but is available from the following area of the Greater London Authority’s website: 

www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/housing  
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4 Summary List of Actions (Pages 43 - 46) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact:  Clare Bryant, Clare.bryant@london.gov.uk, 020 7983 4616 

 

The Committee is recommended to note the completed and outstanding actions 

arising from its previous meetings. 
 
 

5 Action Taken Under Delegated Authority (Pages 47 - 72) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact:  Clare Bryant, Clare.bryant@london.gov.uk, 020 7983 4616 

 

The Committee is recommended to note the action taken by Sian Berry AM, the 

Chair of the Housing Committee, under delegated authority, following consultation 

with the party Group Lead Members, namely to agree any output arising from the 

discussion on Hidden Homelessness. 
 
 

6 Draft London Housing Strategy (Pages 73 - 76) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact: Lorraine Ford, scrutiny@london.gov.uk; 020 7983 4394 

 

The Committee is recommended to note the report as background to putting 

questions to the invited guests on the Mayor’s draft Housing Strategy. 
 
 

7 Housing Committee Work Programme (Pages 77 – 80) 

 
 Report of the Executive Director of Secretariat 

Contact: Lorraine Ford, scrutiny@london.gov.uk; 020 7983 4394 

 

The Committee is recommended to agree the update to the work programme for the 

2017/18 Assembly Year, as set out in paragraphs 4.1 to 4.4 of the report. 
 
 

8 Date of Next Meeting  
 
 The next meeting of the Committee is scheduled for Tuesday, 5 December 2017 at 

10.00am am in the Chamber, City Hall. 
 
 

9 Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent  
 
 
 

mailto:Clare.bryant@london.gov.uk
mailto:Clare.bryant@london.gov.uk
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Subject: Declarations of Interests 
 

Report to: Housing Committee  
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 

 
Date: 8 November 2017 

 
This report will be considered in public 
 
 
 
1. Summary  

 
1.1 This report sets out details of offices held by Assembly Members for noting as disclosable pecuniary 

interests and requires additional relevant declarations relating to disclosable pecuniary interests, and 

gifts and hospitality to be made. 

 
 
2. Recommendations  
 

2.1 That the list of offices held by Assembly Members, as set out in the table below, be noted 

as disclosable pecuniary interests1; 

2.2 That the declaration by any Member(s) of any disclosable pecuniary interests in specific 

items listed on the agenda and the necessary action taken by the Member(s) regarding 

withdrawal following such declaration(s) be noted; and 

2.3 That the declaration by any Member(s) of any other interests deemed to be relevant 

(including any interests arising from gifts and hospitality received which are not at the 

time of the meeting reflected on the Authority’s register of gifts and hospitality, and 

noting also the advice from the GLA’s Monitoring Officer set out at below) and any 

necessary action taken by the Member(s) following such declaration(s) be noted. 

 
3. Issues for Consideration  
 
3.1 Relevant offices held by Assembly Members are listed in the table overleaf: 

  

                                                 
1 The Monitoring Officer advises that: Paragraph 10 of the Code of Conduct will only preclude a Member from 
participating in any matter to be considered or being considered at, for example, a meeting of the Assembly, 
where the Member has a direct Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in that particular matter. The effect of this is 
that the ‘matter to be considered, or being considered’ must be about the Member’s interest. So, by way of 
example, if an Assembly Member is also a councillor of London Borough X, that Assembly Member will be 
precluded from participating in an Assembly meeting where the Assembly is to consider a matter about the 
Member’s role / employment as a councillor of London Borough X; the Member will not be precluded from 
participating in a meeting where the Assembly is to consider a matter about an activity or decision of London 
Borough X. 
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Member Interest 

Tony Arbour AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Richmond 

Jennette Arnold OBE AM Committee of the Regions  

Gareth Bacon AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Bexley 

Shaun Bailey AM  

Sian Berry AM Member, LB Camden 

Andrew Boff AM Congress of Local and Regional Authorities (Council of 
Europe) 

Leonie Cooper AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Wandsworth 

Tom Copley AM  

Unmesh Desai AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Newham 

Tony Devenish AM Member, City of Westminster 

Andrew Dismore AM Member, LFEPA 

Len Duvall AM  

Florence Eshalomi AM Member, LB Lambeth 

Nicky Gavron AM  

Susan Hall AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Harrow 

David Kurten AM Member, LFEPA 

Joanne McCartney AM Deputy Mayor 

Steve O’Connell AM Member, LB Croydon  

Caroline Pidgeon MBE AM  

Keith Prince AM Member, LB Redbridge 

Caroline Russell AM Member, LFEPA; Member, LB Islington 

Dr Onkar Sahota AM  

Navin Shah AM  

Fiona Twycross AM Chair, LFEPA; Chair of the London Local Resilience Forum 

Peter Whittle AM  
 

[Note: LB - London Borough; LFEPA - London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority.   
The appointments to LFEPA reflected above take effect as from 3 April 2017] 

 
3.2 Paragraph 10 of the GLA’s Code of Conduct, which reflects the relevant provisions of the Localism 

Act 2011, provides that:  
 

- where an Assembly Member has a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in any matter to be considered 
or being considered or at  

 

(i) a meeting of the Assembly and any of its committees or sub-committees; or  
 

(ii) any formal meeting held by the Mayor in connection with the exercise of the Authority’s 
functions  

 

- they must disclose that interest to the meeting (or, if it is a sensitive interest, disclose the fact 
that they have a sensitive interest to the meeting); and  

 

- must not (i) participate, or participate any further, in any discussion of the matter at the 
meeting; or (ii) participate in any vote, or further vote, taken on the matter at the meeting 

 

UNLESS 
 

- they have obtained a dispensation from the GLA’s Monitoring Officer (in accordance with 
section 2 of the Procedure for registration and declarations of interests, gifts and hospitality – 
Appendix 5 to the Code).    

 

3.3 Failure to comply with the above requirements, without reasonable excuse, is a criminal offence; as is 

knowingly or recklessly providing information about your interests that is false or misleading. 
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3.4 In addition, the Monitoring Officer has advised Assembly Members to continue to apply the test that 

was previously applied to help determine whether a pecuniary / prejudicial interest was arising - 

namely, that Members rely on a reasonable estimation of whether a member of the public, with 

knowledge of the relevant facts, could, with justification, regard the matter as so significant that it 

would be likely to prejudice the Member’s judgement of the public interest.  

3.5 Members should then exercise their judgement as to whether or not, in view of their interests and 

the interests of others close to them, they should participate in any given discussions and/or 

decisions business of within and by the GLA. It remains the responsibility of individual Members to 

make further declarations about their actual or apparent interests at formal meetings noting also 

that a Member’s failure to disclose relevant interest(s) has become a potential criminal offence. 

3.6 Members are also required, where considering a matter which relates to or is likely to affect a person 

from whom they have received a gift or hospitality with an estimated value of at least £25 within the 

previous three years or from the date of election to the London Assembly, whichever is the later, to 

disclose the existence and nature of that interest at any meeting of the Authority which they attend 

at which that business is considered.  

3.7 The obligation to declare any gift or hospitality at a meeting is discharged, subject to the proviso set 

out below, by registering gifts and hospitality received on the Authority’s on-line database. The on-

line database may be viewed here:  

http://www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/gifts-and-hospitality.  

3.8 If any gift or hospitality received by a Member is not set out on the on-line database at the time of 

the meeting, and under consideration is a matter which relates to or is likely to affect a person from 

whom a Member has received a gift or hospitality with an estimated value of at least £25, Members 

are asked to disclose these at the meeting, either at the declarations of interest agenda item or when 

the interest becomes apparent.  

3.9 It is for Members to decide, in light of the particular circumstances, whether their receipt of a gift or 

hospitality, could, on a reasonable estimation of a member of the public with knowledge of the 

relevant facts, with justification, be regarded as so significant that it would be likely to prejudice the 

Member’s judgement of the public interest. Where receipt of a gift or hospitality could be so 

regarded, the Member must exercise their judgement as to whether or not, they should participate in 

any given discussions and/or decisions business of within and by the GLA. 

 

4. Legal Implications 
 

4.1 The legal implications are as set out in the body of this report. 

 
5. Financial Implications 
 

5.1 There are no financial implications arising directly from this report. 

 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: None 

Contact Officer: Clare Bryant, Committee Officer 

Telephone: 020 7983 4616 

E-mail: Clare.bryant@london.gov.uk 
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City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA 
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk 

MINUTES 
 

Meeting: Housing Committee 
Date: Thursday 5 October 2017 
Time: 3.30 pm 
Place: Committee Room 5, City Hall, The 

Queen's Walk, London, SE1 2AA 
 
Copies of the minutes may be found at:  
www.london.gov.uk/mayor-assembly/london-assembly/housing 

 

 
Present: 
Sian Berry AM (Chair) 
Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chairman) 
Leonie Cooper AM 
Tom Copley AM 
Tony Devenish AM 
David Kurten AM 
Nicky Gavron AM 
 
 

1   Apologies for Absence and Chair's Announcements (Item 1) 

 

1.1 There were no apologies for absence. 

 
 
2   Declarations of Interests (Item 2) 

 

2.1 The Committee received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

 

2.2 Resolved: 

 

(a) That the list of offices held by Assembly Members, as set out in the table at 

Agenda Item 2, be noted as disclosable pecuniary interests. 

(b) That it be noted that Assembly Member Copley declared a pecuniary interest 

in respect of Agenda Item 5 (Community Led Housing) as he is a shareholder 

of Rural Urban Synthesis Society (RUSS). 

(c) That it be noted that Assembly Member Cooper declared an  interest in 
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Greater London Authority 
Housing Committee 

Thursday 5 October 2017 

 

 
 

respect of Agenda Item 5 (Community Led Housing) as she sits as a Labour 

and Co-Operative Assembly Member. 

 
 
3   Minutes (Item 3) 

 

3.1 Resolved: 

 

That the minutes of the meeting held on 5 September 2017 be signed by the Chair 

as a correct record. 

 
 
4   Summary List of Actions (Item 4) 

 

4.1 The Committee received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

 

4.2 Resolved: 

 

That the completed and outstanding actions arising from a previous meetings of 

the Committee be noted. 

 
 
5   Community Led Housing (Item 5) 

 

5.1 The Committee received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat as background to 

putting questions on community led housing to the following invited guests: 

 Greg Robbins, Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops; 

 Jessica Jacobs, Coops for London;  

 Jeff Endean, Housing Strategy Manager, London Borough of Lewisham; 

 Tim Southall, Housing Delivery Manager, Bristol City Council; 

 Emily Auckland, Senior Project Manager, Bioregional; 

 Leigh Pearce, Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation; and  

 Jamie Ratcliff, Assistant Director – Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, 

Greater London Authority (GLA). 

 

5.2 A transcript of the discussion is attached at Appendix 1. 

 

5.3 During the course of the discussion, Members requested the following additional information 

from Jamie Ratcliff, Assistant Director – Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, 

Greater London Authority:  
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Greater London Authority 
Housing Committee 

Thursday 5 October 2017 

 

 
 

(a) Whether sites can be designated for community-led housing in London;  

(b) How many new staff the GLA and Transport for London (TfL) have taken on within the 

housing development teams; 

(c) Whether best consideration rules apply with pieces of land are transferred between 

public organisations; and  

(d) Timeframe for the GLA buying land.  

 

5.4 Resolved:  

 

That the report and discussion be noted. 

 
 
6   Housing Committee Work Programme (Item 6) 

 

6.1 The Committee received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

 

6.2 Resolved: 

 

That the updated work programme for the 2017/18 Assembly year, as set out in 

paragraph 4.1 to 4.5 of the report, be agreed. 

 
 
7   Date of Next Meeting (Item 7) 

 

7.1 The next meeting of the Committee was scheduled for Wednesday, 8 November 2017 at 

2.00pm in Committee Room 5, City Hall. 

 
 
8   Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent (Item 8) 

 

8.1 There were no items of business that the Chair considered to be urgent. 
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Greater London Authority 
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9   Close of Meeting  

 

9.1 The meeting ended at 5.37pm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    

Chair   Date 
 
Contact Officer: Clare Bryant, Committee Officer; telephone: 020 7983 4616; email: 

clare.bryant@london.gov.uk; minicom: 020 7983 4458 
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Appendix 1 
 

London Assembly Housing Committee – 5 October 2017 
 

Transcript of Item 5 – Community-Led Housing in London  
 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  That brings us to today’s main item, which is a discussion on community-led 

housing. 

 

We will have two parts to the meeting.  We have as our first panel two guests from co-operatives.  This will 

give us an opportunity to hear, as we did for other projects, about the models that you use running housing as 

co-operatives and the issues you might face.  The second part of the meeting will move on to the policy levers 

and the local authorities which are implementing this, as well as some of the experts from the industry and the 

Mayor’s Office.  That set of guests can listen carefully and then join in in the second half of the meeting.  We 

will direct our questions to you when we get to them. 

 

Our guests in the first part are Greg Robbins, who is the Secretary of the London Federation of Housing Coops; 

and Jessica Jacobs, who is from Co-ops for London. 

 

Can you give us a brief overview of the range of co-operative housing models that there are in London and 

how many homes that they have under their control? 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  I think you have already received a 

briefing note that I did for Tom [Copley AM] and Leonie [Cooper AM] some months ago, but if I try to add a 

little bit of flesh to it, I have to begin by saying there is a variety of types of housing co-op with considerable 

overlap between.  It is not a distinct set of models.  Some of the groups that I will be mentioning could fall into 

more than one type. 

 

I am going to be defining as a ‘housing co-op’ or ‘tenant-led housing’ those organisations which are managed 

democratically by tenants.  Some of these figures are drawn from other research, which included some 

community-based housing associations which have tenant representation or an ethos of involving tenants.  I 

am only talking about those which are formally either completely or majority-led by tenants. 

 

The majority of units, as it were, are within Tenant Management Organisations (TMOs).  Those are mostly 

organisations within local authorities where there is, by contract, a tenants’ democratically elected 

management committee, which arranges services which are negotiated with the local authority.  That might 

vary from an organisation like the Leathermarket, which has complete control over the budget and all services, 

including paying off the historical debt, to an organisation which only has control of caretaking and some 

maintenance services.  The varieties could be anywhere in between, but there are about 116 TMOs.  The 

number varies as there have been another three or four come online since I have done these figures.  They 

house about 42,000 units and that might be about 100,000 people. The 12,000 [units] and 25,000 people is 

for ownership co-ops.  Overall, there are nearly 70,000 co-operatively managed properties in London 

 

Throughout this, the numbers sound significant.  They are significant if they were all in one London borough.  

Essentially, what we have in the co-op movement is a long-established and successful model, even if it is less 

than 1% of housing overall.  Nevertheless, those co-ops have -- my co-op has existed for 40 years and is still 

going strong.   

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  It has just had its 40th anniversary. 
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Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  -- 40, too, and so these are not 

unusual.  We are not odd groups of strange individuals.  This is a mainstream activity, and in other countries.  

You will have read the reports.  In Austria, it is nearly all of non-private housing.  In other countries like 

Denmark it is 25%.  It is something that could be scaled up. 

 

Numerically, in the largest number of co-ops in London, the co-ops owning the property rather than managing 

on behalf of other people.  They tend to be smaller, in the range of 50 to 100 properties.  Some are larger; 

some are smaller.  That tends to be a nice size for a community where you can get to know everyone else and 

know their children and know their parents.  The problem is that there tends to be little scope for those 

organisations to develop.  There is not an awful lot of infill land if co-ops are in a close geographical area, but 

there are about 130 ownership co-ops, according to my list. 

 

For co-ops that own the properties - I will complete - some of those have nominations agreements with the 

local authorities.  Probably about half of them are registered with the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA).  

Of the others, some of them are for social rent; some are not for social rent.  There is a range. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  When you say, “registered with the HCA”, do you mean registered as registered 

housing providers? 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  Yes. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Only about half? 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  Yes.  Some have previously been 

registered and deregistered.  If you look at the Radical Routes types of co-ops, they never registered because 

they were doing it within the private market. 

 

There are a number of short-life housing co-ops, which we would like to see more of.  They are being partly 

excluded by guardian companies.  We not do not think it is the best model.   

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  Then there is a number in between 

with management co-ops within housing associations, some short-life co-ops that have obtained leases which 

are held by a parent landlord, and some which have short-life and some long leases and some have their own 

properties.  It makes it quite difficult to do a simple breakdown of the figures because people are largely  

self-described and, if they just say they are a housing co-op, then that drops into that. 

 

We also have a couple of large community gateway models.  Phoenix in Bromley has about 5,000 properties 

and is tenant-led.  It is a very good organisation.  They are doing some interesting things and developing, too, 

I believe.  Watford I have included because they self-describe as being involved in London.  I do not know 

where their properties are but they, again, have another 5,000 properties. 

 

You see that the different types of co-operative can generally band into different sizes.  Community gateway 

models tend to be the largest.  TMOs vary, if you include Kensington and Chelsea - which is a little bit 

controversial at the moment - they would be the largest in London; others like Friday Hill or the Leather 

Market have about 1,000 each, down to the smallest, which has only 22.  Ownership co-ops have 50 to 100.  

Short-life co-ops vary so quickly it would be difficult to give you an actual figure. 
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I expressed a view earlier that we have been a little bit left out.  We do not seem to have been publicising 

ourselves particularly well.  Within the movement we have co-housing groups and CLTs.  They are doing a 

fantastic job of raising the profile of tenant-led housing, but has felt at some of the events that have been 

organised that the housing co-operative movement as a whole has been left out.  Although co-housing and 

CLT might be the fastest growing parts, if the housing co-operative movement is only 1% of the overall 

housing in the country, the CLT and co-housing is probably less than 1% of the housing co-operative 

movement.  I am not saying that to detract from it in any way because they are doing fantastic work, but when 

things like the community hub are organised and people say that you do not want to reinvent the wheel, we 

would encourage you to include housing co-operatives in the discussions. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  This is why you are here today.  Thank you.  Jessica, that overview presumably you 

would agree with, but let us know if there is anything you would add.  Can you tell us more about the benefits 

of co-ops in terms of the rent and that sort of thing? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  I would love to.  Thanks, Greg.  Coops for London represents perhaps 

more the independent, boutique, bespoke kinds of co-operatives, which shows how difficult they are to define.  

The group of co-ops that have joined our group are not necessarily always but would like to be fully mutual.  A 

fully mutual housing co-op is our model, the one that we are trying to publicise and promote as a future 

model, because mutuality keeps ownership in the hands of its members and it protects tenants from their 

homes - I am reading from our report here - as a result of changes to Government legislation and avaricious 

property speculation.  For us, the key element of housing co-operatives is the mutuality of it. 

 

A mutual housing organisation was defined in 2009 by the Commission on Co-operative and Mutual Housing 

as, I quote: 

 

“... one which enables residents, through having the right to become members, to control or participate 

in governance and to exercise control over their housing environment, neighbourhood and community.” 

 

The idea about co-ops is they might be small but they punch above their weight.  They have a much bigger 

impact on the wider community.  It is not just about units.  It is about homes and the impact that co-operative, 

collective communities can have on everything in their environment. 

 

A fully mutual housing co-operative for us is a co-operative that owns, governs and manages their properties 

collectively under the aegis of the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act.  Of importance here is 

that while members of a housing co-operative collectively own their properties, they cannot trade in them.  

When you join as a member of a co-op, you receive a nominal share.  It could be any amount.  If you leave the 

community, that share returns to the co-operative.  You cannot cash it in.  For us, that is key to why we want 

to promote housing co-ops as part of the solution to the housing crisis in London.  I just wanted to add that.  

It is something you ascribe to when you sign up.  If you become a member of a CLT or you buy a share in 

something, you are signing up to that sort of belief that it is not something that you can speculate on, it is not 

something that you can make a profit from; it is something that you are investing in that has a very high social 

value.  That is quite difficult to quantify, which we might get into later. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  I wanted to know about rent and also if you can tell us about the kinds of people 

who live in co-ops.  One of the criticisms we have seen of community-led housing is that you are giving them 

this land for a lucky few.  What are the sorts of income levels of the types of people who live in co-ops?  Is it 

the same as social housing more widely?  Are the rents comparable to other social housing? 
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Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  As Greg was pointing out, a lot of co-ops take nominations from the 

local council.  That would just come through as a case of housing need.  One of the issues is that most recently 

Camden, for example, has dropped its council waiting list from 30,000 to 6,000 and so that leaves 24,000 

people who are no longer eligible for social housing in London.  I would like to see co-ops pick up some of that 

slack, actually. 

 

It is quite important that when you look at registered social housing and registered social housing providers, 

again, that interpretation of who is housing need is not so narrowly defined as it has been in recent years.  Not 

everybody on that 30,000-long waiting list was living in Camden or was relatively eligible, but there have been 

a lot of restrictions now and all those people are being pushed into private renting.  When Universal Credit 

comes in, there is going to be a very big problem. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Can I just ask about that?  Do the nomination rights come from a 

contractual relationship -- 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  Yes. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  -- with the council or is it merely so that you can find people in housing 

need? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  It is a mixture.  Not many co-ops like to find their own people right 

now because we are small units.  It would work quite well if we grouped together and had a third party helping 

us with nominations, but it is a tough job and we do know that councils have a lot of checks and balances and 

can provide that qualification of who is in housing need. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  That is not an obligation on you to go to the council? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  We have a contractual agreement with 50%, I think, with Camden.  

Different boroughs - maybe Greg knows about Lewisham - have different agreements.  Different co-ops have 

different agreements.  Not everybody takes people from the council.  

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  If I run through quickly, for TMOs, 

which take the majority of tenants, because they are council tenants, the rents will be the same.  Practice 

varies considerably but, in most cases, people are nominated by the local authority and so the local authority is 

putting forward people who meet their criteria and are towards the top of the lists. 

 

For ownership co-ops that are private registered providers, the rents will be set at target rents under the old 

regime or sometimes they will be below them because they have not yet converged with the target rents.  As 

private registered providers, they would be generally tied into a nominations agreement with the local 

authority, as all housing associations are, and so the local agreement and whether it is 50% or 100% would 

vary by local authority more than by the type of organisation. 

 

If it is an ownership co-op which is not registered, then it may or may not have a nominations agreement as a 

requirement.  They may operate at market rents because, for many people, the issue is not about whether they 

can pay the rent, hard though it is for us to believe; the issue is about security of tenure.  When people have 

had a number of times when they have been living somewhere, settled children in school and then been told to 

move, they want a way of organising so that they are not able to buy individually but they are able to organise 

collectively.  The rent would depend entirely on the circumstances of that particular group.  The Bridge co-op 

in Walthamstow was set up three or four years ago entirely without public subsidy.  The rent, though, would 
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not have increased in the same way that other market rents in the area have increased.  I do not know what it 

is in Waltham Forest or if their local rents on average have gone up to 40% in four years; 10% seems to be the 

average for a lot of the private rented sector. 

 

For those that have long-term leases or short-life, the rents will depend on the local agreement.  They will tend 

to be submarket but there are very wide variations.  If those short-life co-ops have long-term leases going 

back five or ten years with the housing association or local authority, it is likely to still be at the same level, 

except that when they are offered newer ones they tend to be at higher values and so some are offering two 

tiers of rent depending on what is being offered. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  It is likely to be social rents but can be higher depending on -- 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  It can be all the way up to affordable 

rents. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Just going back to the whole nominations question and housing waiting lists and things.  

Some boroughs are now setting up intermediate waiting lists.  Is that something that you would welcome and 

would that be a way for you to engage with councils and for them to be able to nominate people in? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  Definitely.  One of the issues we have again - and I am in Camden and 

so I can talk about Camden - is that when we get referrals they do not always know what a co-operative is.  

They are just looking at a picture of the property and they do not understand some of the obligations and 

responsibilities and some of the appeal of co-operatives.  Therefore, we have a problem with a lot of people 

coming in; we get a high turnover and we have to have maybe two or three rounds of people coming before we 

get the right person. 

 

To have a separate list or something a little bit connected but not connected where people who express an 

interest in co-operative values and principles and the co-operative way of life would be great for us because 

then we could work with other co-operatives. 

 

We have, to some extent.  There is some communication between different co-ops and so occasionally there is 

some switching between co-ops for people who want to upsize or downsize, which is another issue we have.  

We have a lot of families growing in size because they have children.  In our properties we have 59 properties, 

for example, but we have only a few three-bedroom flats.  Therefore, we need to know where people can go 

afterwards and where people can downsize. 

 

To create better systems of communication between co-ops and between councils would be very welcome. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  What do you consider to be the main challenges in developing new homes?  Earlier on, 

you were referring to small sites with not much space for infill, and so I am guessing things like - obviously, we 

talked about this - financing is one of the big areas.  What are the main challenges?   

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  We have a number of areas to look at 

here.  One thing that you said you will be dealing with separately is bringing empty properties back into use, 

which you said is going to be another discussion and so I will not dwell on that.  However, we have a number 

of types of co-op that specialise in that sort of area. 

 

We have the question of established housing co-ops looking for places to develop an infill around their own 

close area to maintain their own community.  The issue tends to be that it takes quite a while to develop.  
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Dealing with it usually involves approaching a local authority.  Sometimes agreements have been agreed in the 

past that some property could be developed but there needs to be certain political elements in place or there 

needs to be certain agreements with local officers.  By the time the co-op is ready to move ahead with when 

the property actually becomes available, the local authority no longer wants to follow through with that or 

someone else in the local offices has found somewhere else where they think they may be able to sell it.  If the 

co-ops are going to be developing for a social housing rent, they cannot compete with something that goes to 

auction; it is simply not possible. 

 

Therefore, the main issue is identifying land which is geographically close enough to an existing organisation 

and then negotiating a price which will allow them to develop it as social housing. 

 

If they wanted to be developers and just sell it off as a profit, they could pay more, but let us put it this way.  If 

a local authority is going to build its own housing, it already has the land and it works on the basis of what it 

will cost to build on it.  There may be land clearance costs, but that is the basis on which they will be doing 

their own calculations.  Then they will come to you and they will ask for some grant from the Greater London 

Authority (GLA) to help them do it.  If the local authority does not want to do it and would rather that a 

housing co-op and the local community does it or if the community comes together and says, “We would like 

to develop.  Can you suggest a serviced plots of land?”, and if it is going to be doing it as social housing, it 

needs to do it on the same basis as the local authority would, which is not paying a premium for the site.  It 

would then be expected to enter into an agreement with the local authority to take nominations, but that is 

something that people expect.  

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  There seems to be an issue there about the amount of time it might take for discussions 

with officers and then, by the time the co-op is ready, coming back again and discovering things have 

changed.  Do you think there is an issue here about the capacity of co-ops to develop?  Perhaps they are too 

small to be able to be fleet-of-foot in those circumstances? 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  No, it is the issue of negotiating over 

the land.  If the co-op draws up a business plan and works out what it could provide to the council and what 

the council could provide to it, and then it secures grant funding from the GLA as the local authority would, 

the likelihood is that a local authority officer will attempt to amend the business plan to say you can pay more 

for it, which means that all you are doing is transferring GLA grant to the funds of a local authority.   

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  Why is it working that way around for co-operatives when it seems to work the other 

way around for developers who have their viability assessments and, in some cases, hold them quite close to 

their chests?  Perhaps you are sharing too much information with the local authorities? 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  It is quite possible that the co-ops 

share too much information with the local authorities.  I will give you an example, it is of a TMO looking to 

take over the freehold of their estate, spending five years or more largely negotiating over the price with the 

local authority officers.  There is an element of waiting for the right political moment to have the local 

councillors on board to support it, but there is also the issue of just agreeing over the land where there is a 

certain inertia with dealing with certain local authority departments.  Each time a plan is agreed, each time 

there is a positive business plan which will allow them to proceed, there is a realisation that maybe the co-op 

could be squeezed a little bit more and so the prices that are being offered change.  That happened to three or 

four times over a period of four or five years.  It is impossible for the TMO to ever move forward.  However, 

because it is democratically and openly accountable, the TMO does not have so much capacity.  It is not a 

private developer. 
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Leonie Cooper AM:  Those are the problems.  What I am trying to find out is when it does actually happen 

and trying to talk about the challenges in developing new homes.  You talked about raising money via the GLA 

and perhaps the price point of purchasing some land from the local authority might alter.  That is the world 

that we live in.  Are there any other sources of finance that you can go to?  The Co-operative Bank springs to 

mind as a potential source of finance and I know that certainly -- 

 

Tom Copley AM: It is not a cooperative any more. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  Exactly, but are there other sources of finances? 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  You are talking about raising the 

public and private finance.  The finance is not necessarily the issue. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  Or from members.  That was going to be my next point. 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  There are a number of small co-ops 

which are setting up.  We talked about Radical Routes.  There is a co-op which London co-ops have helped set 

up down in Brighton, the Bunker housing co-op.  It is fantastic to see.  The model they are following is that the 

co-op raises 25% of the equity through its own resources and from loan stock from other local co-ops, credit 

unions and friends, family and supporters.  It has been fantastic to see a number of London co-ops buying loan 

stock in that organisation.  The other 75% is then going to be a loan from the Ecology Building Society.  We 

would like to see that being pursued elsewhere but that is on the basis of getting some land from the council.  

The community hub seems to be working effectively down there.  They are getting that land from the council 

and the co-op is developing land that the council was not in a position to develop and so they are giving it to 

them on a peppercorn -- it is more than a peppercorn rent.  

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  OK.  That was really helpful and that has given us a picture. 

  

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  I have the ‘co-op cluster’ model from Radical Routes, yes, which 

involves a group of co-operatives coming together and creating enough money to buy another co-op so that 

five become six and it grows like that.  Then, once this little baby co-op grows up, it can contribute to the 

larger group and so on.  It is a way of increasing capacity.   

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  Has that been successful?  Has that actually operated? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  It is a proposal from Radical Routes.  It is something that works and 

has worked outside of London.  The difficulty that London has of course is that the prices are quite high the 

last time I looked. 

 

The other thing that we would like to participate in is the target for affordable rent homes for the London 

Plan.  We could work with private developers very well.  If they have an obligation to provide affordable rented 

homes, why do not co-ops help them out?  On the London Plan at the moment, six authorities - Camden, 

Hillingdon, Lambeth, Merton, Richmond and Wandsworth - have delivered more than double their target for 

market housing.  However, 38% of homes have been delivered in the London Plan.  We could help to get that 

target up. 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  It would be useful to say that we have 

three different types of scales of housing.  Radical Routes has been doing good work and it has dozens of co-
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ops now, but it is doing it one house at a time with groups of five, six or seven people.  That is fantastic but it 

is going to take a long time to make a big change like that. 

 

We have smaller developments that are infill like Leather Market who are doing 28 units.  RUSS is 33.  It is 

growing, but these are all very small developments.  Brixton Green is slightly bigger at 300, but it has to be 

said, I was talking about the figures earlier on in the meeting and thinking we are not doing as badly as we 

think if we have less than 1%. 

 

There was a report from the Confederation of Co-operative Housing (CCH) last year which lists over 1,000 

properties being built, either just completed or in the pipeline, which is not bad.  That is nationally but of that, 

over 400 are in London.  Given the size of what we are doing, that is a lot of effort going into producing 

housing and some of it is 7 or 8 at a time, 10s, 12s, 30s.  The next step is to start doing those developments of 

50 or 100 units which are too small for the big developers but are will within the capacity of organisations that 

have been managing and maintaining 100, 200 properties for 20, 30, 40 years.  To be honest, it is not rocket 

science.  We can have the partners.  We have shared some information about Accord but there are other offsite 

manufactured housing developers.  Because development prices are so high in London, in central London, if 

some of the work is done outside of central London, it keeps the cost down.  We have got those links.  These 

are things that we can achieve.  Some of it, the finance can be raised from within co-ops, whether it is from the 

radical routes or whether it is a growing wish amongst co-ops. 

 

Let us be honest.  We have got money in the bank.  Inflation is running at 3%.  We are getting zero interest or 

0.25% interest.  All co-ops are losing £10,000 effectively a year.  If, instead, that is put into some common 

developments, there is a lot of desire to do something a bit more productive with that money. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  You must also have a lot of equity which is why we are saying there must be sources of 

finance because most fully mutual are not going to be highly leveraged, are they? 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Co-operatives):  There are two issues.  One is 

the money that is actual reserves cash in hand and in the bank which people are more likely to invest in other 

people’s properties.  An organisation will mortgage its own property to develop housing for itself and children 

and grandchildren.  Asking them to mortgage their own property to build housing for someone else is a big 

ask.  If you own your own home, would you mortgage it?  You do not borrow money to invest it.  If you own 

your house, would you mortgage your own home to help someone else up the street?  You might lend them 

money but mortgaging your home would be a big thing to ask.  Leveraging equity only works if a co-op is 

building its own housing. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  If it has the space for infill and that sort of thing.  Anyway, thank you, Chair. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Thank you very much.  That was really interesting.  

 

If I could introduce the second half of our panel.  We have got Jeff Endean who is the Housing Strategy 

Manager for the Lewisham Council.  We have Tim Southall who is the Housing Delivery Manager from Bristol 

City Council.  Emily Auckland who is the Senior Project Manager for Bioregional and Leigh Pearce, the Chief 

Executive of the Nationwide Foundation.  Finally, we have Jamie Ratcliff who is the Assistant Director for 

Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA.  Thank you all for coming. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM: How is Lewisham supporting community-led housing?  I know you do quite a lot, but 

community-led groups. 
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Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  You will have seen the note that was 

circulated in advance that sets out the history that we have in supporting community-led housing.  Lewisham 

has a track record going back 30, 40 years with the Segal developments and so on.  It was mentioned earlier 

that the Phoenix Housing Trust was something we do not talk about very often but it is a housing association 

with 3,500 homes that is in community ownership. 

 

What we are working on now is a deliberate policy of incrementally trying to establish ways of enabling the 

community to build their own homes.  We have two projects on the go at the moment.  I say in every one of 

these things that I do that we are the only local authority working with two community land trusts.  No one has 

put me right yet; I am going to keep saying it.  We have the RUSS development on Church Grove and another 

with London. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  That is in Ladywell, is it not? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  In Ladywell, that is correct. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Yes.  You have had a site, was it not? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  Yes.  It was mentioned earlier, 35 homes, 

100% affordable housing.  The land is currently still in council ownership and it has been made available to 

RUSS following the competition under which David Dayes [Board Trustee, RUSS] took part in for community-

led development offering affordable housing, jobs and skills and the sort of community that comes from 

building your own home. 

 

The second scheme is working with London CLT and Lewisham citizens, a community organisation of another 

14 homes.  There, the project is entirely affordable home ownership.  These are two schemes that we have 

worked with the community on.  Effectively, the community came to us and said, “We would like to build our 

own homes.  Can you help us to make that happen?”  Over the last four to five years, we have got to the point 

where both schemes are on the way. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  OK.  How much do you find that these groups need subsidy in order to get going? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  To use the RUSS example, they have very 

good financing for the development themselves.  They are able to finance pretty much the entire construction 

of the site.  What they are not able to do is finance the purchase of the land and the financing that they have 

in place is against the security of the land. In the end, the Council’s process was to make land available to be 

security for private finance that builds the homes out.  They do realise they cannot build 100% affordable 

housing on sites and generate land values at the same time.  One of the issues is the processes that authorities 

have to go through to release land for less than market value.  That is one of the reasons it can be quite slow 

coming forward. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Right, that is interesting.  Is it the high land values that make it so difficult in London as 

compared with, say, Bristol or Leeds? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  If you look at places like Cornwall, for 

instance, and rural land that has much lower land values, you have got community self-building and those sorts 

of things happening where land value is lower.  You have got less of it in London where values are higher.  

Local authorities have duties to secure best value and there are lots of ways of doing that.  It is not just about 

land values; the social value can be captured and so on but there is a process to go through to establish that 
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the use of the land is the right use and that value is being secured.  The easiest way of doing that is to have a 

cash sum that is equivalent to the value of the land. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  To have a what, sorry? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  A cash receipt for the land equivalent to 

the value of the land.  It is an easy thing for people to understand.  Other ways of doing it through social value 

or other benefits can be done.  It just makes the process slightly more complicated and slower. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Lewisham, as you said, have got a pretty good track record in this.  Are there lessons for 

other London boroughs from what you have? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  We have been through the process a 

couple of times and we are quite happy to talk to people about the way the decision-making took place.  With 

the RUSS scheme, that process was a competitive dialogue using procurement rules which, if we could have 

avoided, we would have liked to, but, at the same time, it did give RUSS an opportunity to develop their own 

plan and thinking.  We are always looking to try to find ways to simplify the process.  Our second land disposal 

was a lot simpler and quicker than the first one, and there are various reasons for that but it was also learning 

from the first process.  We are happy to be part of a collaboration of sharing how that worked. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  When you say you took release of land to them, you sell the land, you give the land to 

them I suppose, are you selling it freehold or are you giving them a long lease? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  A long lease. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Long lease, OK. 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  Especially for them to attract funding. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  I am just a little bit interested in what the process is where you are trying to get around, I 

was going to say, but that sounds like you are to trying to evade, but get around this having to get the best 

receipt.  How does a borough make the case legally that that is what you are going to do? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  In both cases, the first decision that was 

made was that the land should be made available for community-led affordable housing on the basis of the 

policy priorities the council has and the demand it has out there.  Once that decision is made, it makes it much 

easier then to find a way of competing different community-led organisations for who can offer the best value. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  It is still a competitive process but not including big developers. 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  Absolutely. 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  On the RUSS project, it had to be a 

community-led organisation to bid in the first place to achieve the aims that we wanted. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Finally, is it possible to get any return for the borough financially over a very long period?  

For example, once rents or income starts coming in for you then to get some back or do you not do that or not 

want to do that? 
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Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  We have not done that yet.  It might be 

possible to look at, for instance, ground rents or something like that but it is another factor in the valuation for 

the community groups, more pressure on them.  We get the benefits back from Council Tax and the 

development and things like that; therefore, that is what we factor in. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Great, thank you. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  In responding to what Assembly Member Copley was asking you, when you say it is 

council policy where is that enshrined?  Is it particular pieces of land?  You say, “This land is going to be 

suitable for this kind of housing”. 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  Our Housing Strategy has an objective to 

support community-led housing as part of our overall strategy for housing development.  One of the main 

reasons for that is to diversify the way that housing is built and to have a type of developer who is local and 

able to take some of the sites that might not be suitable for other developers.  There is an overarching policy in 

our Housing Strategy to enable housing development through community levels and after that, it is a case of 

finding the right sites that would be appropriate for them.  There is always demand for sites for lots of 

different reasons; therefore, finding sites that will enable the right level of housing development for the 

community.  Having two on the go right now, from Council’s perspective, that is it achieving its housing 

objective of enabling groups to do so. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Fine, but you are not designating the sites in advance. 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  On the Church Grove site and Ladywell, 

the council made a decision that that site should be set aside for community-led development. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  In your planning, in your Local Plan. 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  It was not in a Local Plan.  It is more the 

Council’s landowner decision that it would prefer that site to come forward for community-led development 

and for officers to find a way to enable that to happen.  Once that was in place, then the conversation can be 

with community groups about: which is the best place for community groups to make that happen or what is 

the best place or way of doing it? 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Yes.  I am just very interested in what you can -- because we have the London Plan 

coming up too and of an influence in local plans and what you can actually designate but you are saying it 

came up from your plan? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  Yes.  I am not a planner and I do not 

know whether it is possible to designate sites for community-led housing from that perspective but, from our 

perspective, it was more councils as landowner and asset owner and trying to establish different ways of 

development that sites were earmarked really for housing development for community groups. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Does anybody else know the answer to that?   

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA):  

Community led housing is not a separate use for us in planning.  I do not think you could but I am happy to 

take it away and speak to planning colleagues and confirm. 
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Tom Copley AM: Do you take nomination rights at all? 

 

Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  With the RUSS scheme, the Church Grove 

scheme that we found for social interzones will have nominations for those. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Emily, are there other ways that either groups or boroughs are working differently from 

Lewisham? 

 

Emily Auckland (Senior Project Manager, Bioregional):  There are lots of different ways.  Outside of 

London, there are lots of examples, particularly with community land trusts.  We were just talking about a 

report that Nationwide Foundation supported, which examines case studies from Yorkshire and the North, 

examples where local authorities have worked in partnership with community housing groups to support them, 

taking various different approaches, for example, of TurnKey development where an agency will develop the 

land and then sell it back to the community and the local authority would support that process. 

 

We are working with a group at the moment in York.  I am not sure whether it is through planning but the 

planning outline identified affordable housing in the terms of the group as a requirement for that site.  They 

have just got to a point where they have been able to acquire the land as a result of that.  Effectively, the 

council were working in partnership with the group to ensure that they were the most likely contender for that 

land. 

 

Bioregional’s own experience of working - we wear many hats but we work in joint venture with private real 

estate developers - we are also getting into not-for-profit development ourselves and then this project that I 

deliver which is all about the community-led approach.  From our experience, working in partnership with local 

authorities is incredibly difficult when it comes to best consideration of land value.  Even where a local 

authority has been very willing and has engaged significantly with a group, getting around that requirement 

and other public bodies, so the National Health Service (NHS) for example, getting around that requirement 

and justifying something which is perhaps considered riskier is one of the issues.  That does not quite answer 

your question but that report might. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Are there lessons; are there things Lewisham could learn from these other places? 

 

Emily Auckland (Senior Project Manager, Bioregional):  Lewisham is doing a great job.  RUSS is an 

amazing example, particularly in London with community-led housing.  It depends on the model that is being 

used, whether it is a co-operative approach or a community land trust, the relationship in the local context.  

Lewisham is a great example that others can learn from. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Yes, sorry; it was not to imply that Lewisham has not being doing a good job. 

 

Emily Auckland (Senior Project Manager, Bioregional):  Maybe Leeds and Low Impact Living Affordable 

Community (LILAC) is another example of a local authority.   

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  I want to know more about the LILAC scheme.   

 

Emily Auckland (Senior Project Manager, Bioregional):  Yes.  It is a great one.  It is one of the 

inspirations for our approach because they use something called a mutual homeownership society.  It takes the 

co-operative principles but residents have the opportunity to earn equity back from the scheme which, in time, 

will hopefully mean that the group themselves are able to acquire more land.  It also means that there is a 

drawdown for members for the sweat equity that has gone into getting the project off the ground in the first 
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place and hopefully, our view, and the view of many, is that mutual homeownership societies offer the 

potential to appeal to a wider range of households because it is speaking to the mortgage housing as some 

opportunity to earn equity that many people struggle with when it comes to co-operative models. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Chair, we want to learn a bit more about the LILAC model. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  We should look at it.  Can I just ask one point of clarification though?  When you say 

“earn equity”, you mean equity that they can cash in as a profit? 

 

Emily Auckland (Senior Project Manager, Bioregional):  Yes.  It is not at the market rate.  It is a maximum 

of 40% of the money that they invest through affordable rent over the course of their tenancy there.  It is 

owner managed, it is member owned.  They have the opportunity to draw down money when they leave.  The 

challenge with that is the gap that then leaves in the group’s finances when someone leaves.  What we have 

been trying to do is look at whether we can take inspiration from housing associations that often have the 

revolving fund where they can increase the debt on the fund in order to invest in other projects.  We are 

looking at whether you can merge - it is all very complicated - mutual homeownership with that kind of 

revolving finance idea.  Someone could leave, draw down a bit of equity that they have invested over time and 

the group itself would reduce the risk on the group. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  We have some more questions about finance coming up.  Shall we move on to 

asking questions about Bristol?   

 

David Kurten AM:  Tim, from Bristol I hear good things about what is going on in Bristol.  What are the key 

things that you have learnt from what is happening in Bristol that might help London boroughs to support 

community-led housing here? 

 

Tim Southall (Housing Delivery Manager, Bristol City Council):  The first thing is clear leadership.  All 

the way through, and rather like Lewisham, we have been on a 30, 40-year journey as well.  It is very much part 

of the DNA of Bristol.  About five or six years ago, there was very much a political drive to see whether 

community land trusts and community-led housing could be part of the answer of our affordable housing 

deficits in the city.  That would be the first thing I would say. 

 

The second thing is ensuring that there were adequate staffing resources to support it from a local authority 

point of view.  It needs a champion.  It needs people within the housing delivery team to bid to support the 

various organisations.  It is very resource hungry, like all affordable housing activity is. 

 

To come back to Assembly Member Gavron’s questions about whether the planning system can help designate 

sites, what I would say is we have a lot of neighbourhood plans being prepared in the city.  In those, groups 

like Ambition Lawrence Weston in the Lawrence Weston part of the city, have within their neighbourhood plan, 

which is now adopted, identified a site they wanted to bring forward themselves for community-led housing 

and the city has respected that.  It is the Council’s land.  Therefore, there is the issue about capital receipts and 

all the rest of it. 

 

The other thing is to have very clear policies.  It is not something that Bristol has put in place.  We have gone 

from one scheme to another and we have built up our knowledge.  It is important it is in the Housing Strategy 

or, in our case, our Housing Delivery Plan.  It is important that there are policies identifying how the land 

would be made available, how it would be released and so on because, otherwise, you get into competing 

priorities.  We are always in competing priorities, whether it is over the capital receipt, the maximised in the 

capital receipt and the wish to put it to the full open market. 
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They are things that we have had to wrestle with over the years.  One of the things we have done recently 

which is worthy of replication is the exclusive option.  We found that by providing exclusive options to both 

community-led housing groups and CLTs and a development trust, we were able to give a breathing space, if 

you like, which enabled the organisation then to think, “Well, we have the land potentially.  We can now go 

out into the market and get the best possible deals.  We can get the pre-development finance we need, and so 

on, and we can work up with the community the type of housing they want”.  Otherwise, they are always 

playing catch-up.  If there is no land available, they are always playing catch-up. 

 

Also, the local authority, as we have learnt, has a role on community leadership.  Cornwall is a great example of 

where a local authority developed an umbrella community land trust, so that other community land trusts, 

other housing organisations could work within that framework.  We tried that with Bristol Community Land 

Trust but I am sure you are aware, many organisations are different and all the rest of it and they want their 

own community land trust.  We are just trying, at the moment, to encourage them to work with their existing 

structures.  That is a bit of a learning curve at the moment. 

 

David Kurten AM:  You mentioned some fantastic things there, but some of the constraints are the 

availability of land and the different visions of what the neighbourhoods want with the community land trusts.  

Which is the biggest constraint, do you think, out of the ones you have mentioned?  Which is the biggest 

obstacle to overcome? 

 

Tim Southall (Housing Delivery Manager, Bristol City Council):  Until recently, because there is political 

will, it was land valuation.  We found a way of, as I say, entering into exclusive options but the land valuation, 

we always said, “Well, you have it for 12 months to sort it out but we want market value at the end”.  In that 

way, we felt that we could sign off section 123 of the Local Government Act.  What we have learnt recently is 

that the Housing Access Centre (HAC) model for valuing social value is potentially an extremely powerful tool. 

 

In the past, if we wanted to sell things on a discounted basis, we have had to work out the value of the 

nomination rights which is relatively straightforward and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) 

accept that.  Social values are a lot more difficult and least HAC have had a go at trying to do it.  What pleased 

us when we were working through it the other day was they have had it recognised by Treasury, by Her 

Majesty’s Government.  That makes all the difference.  Although we have not got RICS guidance, RICS say you 

can, as a valuer, take social value into account but do not then tell you how to do it.  Our valuers say it is too 

difficult but this is a potential game changer, particularly if it is included in this toolkit that is talked about in 

your papers. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  You were beginning to indicate ways of creating a much more level playing field between, 

as you call it, the competing priorities.   

 

Tim Southall (Housing Delivery Manager, Bristol City Council):  Yes.  As long as the political will is 

there.  As you have read, our Cabinet Member for Homes has said that he wants to be delivering  

300 community-led homes in the next five-year period.  Quite an ambitious target but, once that political will 

is there, it is up to the officers to try to find ways to do it.  The other planning thing we are going to be able to 

use is, through the local plan, we should be able to say that intermediate housing could be provided by a 

community-led housing group or a self-build collective or a range of different ways of cutting that cake rather 

than just relying on resident providers. 

 

David Kurten AM:  Right, thank you. 
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Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Thank you very much. When you said one of the neighbourhood planning groups 

has said they want to, essentially, designate a site for community-led housing and you said the council is 

respecting that, technically what do you mean by that? 

 

Tim Southall (Housing Delivery Manager, Bristol City Council):  My colleagues in the housing revenue 

account see a site for 40 units as quite valuable to develop out as council housing and they say that perhaps it 

is more important in this occasion than community-led housing.  They have to come to a mutual agreement. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Jessica, you were talking earlier on about potentially private developers fulfilling 

their affordable housing requirements through co-op housing, essentially.  That is basically normal for a 

developer to build and then hand over homes to their housing association.  In what sense might it be possible 

for them to fulfil their affordable housing obligations by handing over land to somebody who wanted to build?  

Would that be something that co-ops might be interested in? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Co-operatives for London):  Definitely. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Not finished homes; just the bare land. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Co-operatives for London):  It could also be that they work in partnership with co-ops in 

order to design and build those houses, therefore, they are reflecting what the community want for that land. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  With some finance coming in from co-ops as well. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Co-operatives for London):  Quite possibly and, in terms of financing, to include social 

value as a financing, therefore allow co-operatives to value their contribution and put a number to that value 

that is not necessarily cash because we can produce that social value.  We are great generators of social value.  

Another quantifier that came up at a meeting at the Culture Party last week was what doctors use, which is a 

quality adjusted life year, which is another way of quantifying value through not necessarily in terms of money 

in the bank.  In terms of what community-led housing, co-operative community-led housing can offer to the 

community.  There are so many different ways of measuring it. 

 

I know social values and the Social Value Act have got into trouble because it has not quite found a way to 

measure things very accurately.  There are lots of things out there.  Again, as you pointed out, Tim, it is the 

political will.  If there is a political will, there is a way. 

 

Emily Auckland (Senior Project Manager, Bioregional):  Just on that relationship with private developers 

and it is something that we have explored.  We have had fairly progressive private developers come forward 

and say they would be willing to take a community-led approach on a site if they are still making the same 

profit.  That is what you have to juggle with and even when you can get that to work financially for the scheme 

itself, for the valuation of the land and the build itself, then you have to have a landowner who is willing to 

accept that value to make it stack up.  If they want more, it is never going to work.  Working with a private 

developer, the profit margin is always going to be a challenge unless you can get the land at the right price. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  It has occurred to me having dug into this a little bit earlier on, Leigh, could you outline 

for us a bit about what Nationwide and Nationwide Foundation are doing to support community-led 

development currently and, also, perhaps a little bit about the plans going into the future as well? 

 

Leigh Pearce (Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation):  I can certainly talk about the Nationwide 

Foundation.  I do not speak on behalf of the Nationwide Building Society but I have a little insight into what 
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they are doing.  At the Nationwide Foundation, we have supported community-led housing since 2008.  It very 

organically evolved on to our radar as something that had huge potential to be part of the solution to the 

housing crisis. 

 

We currently have grants funding and support available for a programme called Backing Community Led 

Housing that we are investing in over the foreseeable future.  We fund pieces of work, such as a start-up fund 

which offers grant funding to groups who are getting started to help them understand what is possible, what 

they need to do, how they can constitute themselves, what their options are for feasibility studies, and that is 

run through the CLT network. 

 

We also, through a social investment fund with other investors, support CLTs with pre-planning support, loan 

funding and development loan funding.  There are other elements as well through Locality, through some work 

with HACT, through NatsCSBA -the National Custom and Self Build Association.  There are a number of 

projects going on but, ultimately, what we want to do is find the ways that we can support community-led 

housing to increase the number of homes that it delivers for people in need, and we believe there is potential 

for it to do that. 

 

Nationwide, as a mortgage lender, has been having conversations with the sector to try and understand where 

it can look at some of its lending practices, and it has a test case at the moment working with one of the 

London schemes - East London CLT - looking at how it can lend when the sale price of the property is linked 

to local incomes which is usual for a lender to do, but that is work-in-progress as to where that might end up. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  It is quite cutting edge and, in the context of house prices in London now, the national 

average is eight times an average salary.  I have no idea what that figure would be in London, but it would be 

some sort of ridiculous multiple that most mortgage lenders, presumably, would not be prepared to consider.  

If your salary is £50,000 and local properties are £800,000 you are unlikely to get a mortgage. 

 

Leigh Pearce (Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation):  Yes.  That is a challenge.  When the group is 

looking at its disposal model, how does it set its prices and if it is set at 80% of the market value it is still not 

affordable, so that clearly is not helpful in trying to deliver genuinely affordable homes.  East London looked at 

the sale price of its properties and set it as a percentage of median local incomes.  As a lender, your risk 

analysis is not usually based on that because there is very little control over that.  You would not look at what 

is happening in the employment market to decide whether somebody is lendable to.  I am not sure if that is a 

word.  However, Nationwide has been willing to have the discussions and look into it.  The jury is out as to 

what happens next. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  Interesting.  I am sure we would be quite keen to follow what the outcome of that is. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): In 

previous roles I have done quite a lot of engagement with retail mortgage lenders and how we make different 

affordable housing products mortgageable, and the key thing that Leigh [Pearce] has alluded to there is 

around getting a simple process that mortgage lenders can do at scale that their business relies on getting 

large numbers through quickly.  There are some relatively simple tweaks that could be made to some of the 

community home ownership models to make them fit into lenders’ processes.  While it would be great if 

lenders’ processes could fit into the way community-led housing wants to work, it probably will have to be that 

way round at least at first.  I am certainly supporting a little bit of work there and am hopeful that there can be 

some progress in getting a wider range of lenders to support it. 
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Leonie Cooper AM:  I was just about to say is that something that you and others are working on in the team 

to try to facilitate moving that forwards? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  That is good to hear. 

 

Leigh Pearce (Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation):  To add, and just building on what Jamie has 

said, there is a suggestion in the paper that mortgage funding is a significant barrier and mortgage funding for 

community-led housing projects is difficult to get hold of.  If a community-led scheme is using a normal 

disposal model, such as shared equity, shared ownership, it is no harder to get a mortgage for one of those 

models on a community-led housing scheme than it is for any other models.  Where the problem arises is where 

there is something alternative happening, when the construction is using straw bales, when it is linked to local 

income.  Self-build is a challenge with mortgage lending at the moment, but if there is thought and discussion 

at the early stages of a scheme and if there is the support available to schemes to think about their disposal 

models if sale is what they want to do rather than rent, then there are ways to ensure a scheme fits the existing 

availability of mortgages rather than worrying later that their scheme has not fitted something and the buyers 

cannot find mortgages. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  That is interesting.  Thank you very much.  Can I ask you to outline a bit more about 

the problem with self-build and unusual materials?  Obviously, Assembly Member Gavron’s comments about 

modular factory built homes those are things that presumably could solve some of those issues with self-build.  

If you are a self-build co-operative or whatever but you are using a reputable factory to build basically all of 

what your homes are, is that helping to solve the problem potentially? 

 

Leigh Pearce (Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation):  I would not claim to be an expert on the 

mortgage lending available for modular housing, if I am honest.  What I do know is that mortgage lending on 

self-build schemes is not available in the mainstream and you have to go to fairly specialist lenders where the 

costs are often higher, and an increase in availability of mortgage lending for self-build schemes would be 

welcome. 

 

Certainly, the Foundation’s experience is mainly with the pre-development or the pre-planning funding and 

the development financing for schemes, whereby we see the biggest gap at the pre-planning stage.  The at-

risk funding that small community groups need to get a site ready to submit their planning permission is where 

there is the largest lack of availability of finance.  Through the CLT Fund there is at-risk loan funding available 

but, ultimately, some sort of subsidy, some sort of grant funding is necessary for schemes who are working on 

individual sites to progress to the point where they are ready for planning. 

 

If we also reflect on the time it takes, the negotiations around land, the various surveys you have to do, it is 

resource heavy, as we have noted already.  That area of financing is the biggest gap.  Development financing, 

once planning permission is in place, is available but mainly through your social lenders: Triodos; Charity Bank; 

and Ecology.  Again, a growth in the market of providers of development finance to a scheme that has 

planning permission and is relatively low risk would also help increase the volume of community-led housing to 

come through. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  Which brings us back to the point that Jamie made about working with the lenders to try 

to increase the volume, because we are never going to move on from the number of units and the number of 

co-operatives unless we can do something about moving it to volume and the finance, despite all these issues, 

still seems to be the main sticking point. 
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Nicky Gavron AM:  The due diligence on finance too.  There is the Build off site Property Assurance Scheme 

(BOPAS), in terms of off-site construction. The issue is, if you are using off-site - Jamie may want to come in 

on this - then it works best if it is designed in from the beginning to make it so that you get that quality and 

that cost control.  That means to a certain extent it is front loaded and that might make it even more difficult.   

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): One of 

the very many good recommendations in your report was around a standardisation guide, which would take 

that away to some extent. 

 

If the internal layout of properties and the way that different manufacturers’ products fitted together was 

much more standardised, then you would not need to necessarily design it in from the beginning because you 

would know that different systems could fit together and you would know that the layout would be standard 

across a range of different properties. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  We can talk about that. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  We are moving on now to ask Jamie Ratcliff some questions.  Since the Mayor took 

over a lot of us have been asking the Mayor, “Will this initiative of yours include community housing?” and the 

Mayor has been saying, “Yes, it will”.  We have not had many details on it yet and I know you have been 

working on that, so we are now here to ask you for some of the details.   

 

Tom Copley AM:  Could you outline for us how the Mayor’s proposed Small Sites Small Builders Programme 

will support the development of community-led housing? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Sure.  

We have heard from quite a lot of people here that land is at the heart of this and the availability of land is 

incredibly important, so if you will allow me to answer that question slightly more broadly with two other 

elements in relation to land. 

 

The first one that is really important - which is outlined in the housing strategy - is around a much more 

positive view for planning policy for small sites.  We have seen the amount of development on small sites 

generally go down really significantly over the last few years, so in the housing strategy we say that the 

London Plan will contain policies that will support presumption in favour of development on small sites.  That 

creates an overall environment that is much more supportive of development of small sites, hopefully many of 

which could be done by community-led housing organisations. 

 

In terms of the Small Sites Small Builders Programme, there is some detail outlined in the Housing Strategy.  

We aim to get that up and running this financial year.  Transport for London (TfL) has identified a number of 

sites that they want to pilot this approach on.  TfL have spoken to a number of you about that at various 

points in the past.  I am hopeful that at least one of those sites that TfL are piloting will be able to be 

designated for community-led housing. 

 

The way in which we are setting this up allows a mechanism where the sites could be designated for 100% of 

affordable housing.  They could be designated for entirely community-led housing, but recognising that 

different landowners will have different drivers it is targeted at public landowners.  Hopefully, a lot of them will 

want to be driving high levels of affordable housing.  The Mayor has set out his expectation that public 

landowners should deliver half of all the homes on their land as affordable homes, so that is where the small 

sites, small builders are. 
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Tom Copley AM:  Is it just TfL land or is there other land as well that is going to be available for this through 

other parts of the GLA, for example, or will they be buying up small bits of land? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): For it 

to have a significant impact, it is going to need to go beyond TfL sites but we have not launched it yet.  

Certainly, there are options looking at other organisations that might want to come in.  Some London 

boroughs have definitely expressed an interest in participating in it.  Whether there are other parts of the GLA 

group that have land I am not sure.  Purchasing small sites is another option. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  From TfL’s perspective, we have looked at this on the Housing Committee in quite a lot of 

detail.  We know that TfL has a financial imperative, as well as the Mayor’s housing strategy to get a decent 

amount of affordable but to get a decent return.  We have heard that CLTs generally require a land subsidy.  

Does that stack up from TfL’s perspective if they need to make a return on this land?  Are you going to be 

providing this land at a subsidy or is there going to be a long-term return that is going to come back to TfL? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): I do 

not think I can particularly answer on behalf of TfL but I could replay back your point to you, which is they 

have those twin imperatives in terms of raising a level of resources from land sales but also delivering a high 

level of affordable homes and small sites are probably a good way of driving very high levels of affordable 

housing on those sites, which may not be worth a huge amount in and of themselves anyway. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  It is part of the whole eco system you might say that there might be high levels there but 

less income for TfL, that there would be more revenue for TfL on the bigger sites? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes.  

Then my third point: we have had the second of the meetings.  The first of the meetings was looking at the 

interesting way community-led housing could unlock more land with a range of faith-based groups.  About 

seven months ago I was with four bishops, there is a huge amount of energy from a range of different churches 

that are looking at unlocking their land and delivering large amounts of affordable housing on that. 

 

In a couple of weeks’ time I have a tour of East London with one of the property managers for one of the 

churches there looking at a range of different opportunities.  They are going to want to lead community-led 

affordable housing on those sites and some of them are progressing at an interesting pace.  That is another 

example where we are supporting that and trying to create an environment where more of that can come 

forward. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  There is a church foundation, is there not, some version of nation-wide churches? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): We are 

also working with Housing Justice which is a housing association with a Christian focus that has helped set that 

up.  It has been very positive in the two meetings we have had so far. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  There are Christian housing associations, I am sure there are.  There are even humanist 

housing associations which is part of Origin now. 

 

Leonie Cooper AM:  There used to be but I think they have all merged and become G1 now.  English 

Churches Housing Group (ECHG) which was Baptist and before that Church Army, is now part of Riverside, so 

there you go. 
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Tony Devenish AM:  Do you and Kevin Hines [Commercial Asset Manager at Transport for London] have 

some targets for how many homes are going to be built in terms of small builders and with this particular very 

respectable part of the industry? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): We 

have not yet set a target for the small builders' sites or the community. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  Will you be setting targets? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): We will 

certainly be looking at that. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  You are on message.  Thank you. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Back to off-site housing because off-site housing is so good for constrained sites.  If you 

take the Bacton in Camden, which tenants have been very involved in from the beginning, council-led, of 

course, but it is right up against the railway line, the West Coast Main Line (WCML).  You do not hear a thing 

when you are in those homes and it is a very constrained site.  There are others, you could take over railway 

lines.  You could build over tunnels.  Surely, there must be some marriage here of community-led housing and 

community land trusts and off-site? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes, 

and not just the high quality that you can get in terms of environment, performance, noise insulation, but also 

the ease at which you can customise.  That is one of the things that is a great benefit of what I like to call 

precision manufactured home.  It is quite easy to set up a range of different options.  You can customise your 

home in a way that does not mean you need to learn manual trades of how to run electricity lines in different 

places.  You could just order it out of the factory and have a very different home to your neighbour by clicking 

a few buttons, in the same way as when you order a new car.  You can have a load of different options to make 

it look different. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Whereas, it would be much more expensive if you use conventional ways of building. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes, a 

cheaper choice. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  It is a very good way of getting buildings on constrained sites, which you might not even 

think of building on. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Also 

the cost of developing some small sites, getting a contractor that is willing to do it is tricky.  Most people know 

that we have a demonstration project on some of our land at Gallions Reach at the moment.  We lent that land 

to Ilka Homes so they could get their BOPAS certification.  I do not know what that stands for either but you 

have to install some actual homes.  They are doing that.  They should be able to deliver a relatively low-density 

type of housing very cheaply, and they are talking to a lot of boroughs about how that could work as well as 

us. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Thank you. 
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Tom Copley AM:  I was going to ask now if any of our guests have any views on the Small Sites Small Builders 

Programme.  Is it a good thing?  Can it be improved in any way?  I am seeing nods. 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  We have talked about the amount of 

resources that individual co-ops have and co-ops have collectively.  One of the things we do need is some pilot 

models so we have some success to build on.  We are trying to change the culture a bit so that people are used 

to investing their reserves, so there is a range of projects they can put their money into.  You would not want 

any individual co-op to put all of its money at risk in one venture.  That would be ridiculous, bad asset 

management. 
 
If we can start with some pilots and people can see that they are working, then we can bring more co-ops in 
and use some of those assets to leverage and try to build something that is self-financing and sustainable for 
the future. 
 
Tom Copley AM:  When Jamie says the idea of having at least one of these bits of land for co-op community 
housing that is something that you would be interested in? 
 
Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  We have a range of partners within 
the co-op movement.  We have small bespoke developers that will build exactly whatever you like for the 
tiniest - end of a garage driveway - type of developments.  We have partners with Redditch Co-operative 
Homes and the Accord Group, who want to build 50/100 properties for us and will give us the financial back 
up and support in doing that and in between we have all sorts. 
 
You do not develop and build properties and maintain them for 40 years without building a network of small 
builders and tradesmen that you can call on to do interesting work. 
 
Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  That don’t pay Value Added Tax (VAT). 
 
Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  Yes, that does help.  A place like 
Bunker doing that one down in Brighton is a one-off development, but once you have done one you can find 
more.  Leather Market is doing 28 units.  We need to have some places.  We have been talking on and off to 
Jamie over the last three or four years but it is just having the pilots to develop and move forwards on, so we 
are completely in favour of that but the issue is the land. 
 
There has been a lot of talk recently about low cost housing, “This is a cheap way of building.  That is a cheap 
way of building”.  We do not need a cheap way of building.  We need a cheap way of clearing the land to build 
on and a cheap way of getting the land.  Then we want to build high cost housing, which is cheap for people 
to live in and keeps living costs down and has a low carbon footprint. 
 
We are not against housing associations but we want to have a housing co-operative model which locks the 
value of the land into the community into the future, rather than being something that is sold off.  Some 
housing associations are taking advantage of changes in legislation, so have new lets that are affordable rents 
rather than social housing rents.  It is the co-op model that does not have the right to buy and will keep rents 
down and keep the value of wages within the community. 
 
Tom Copley AM:  I think the Mayor has stopped that actually, and Jamie is nodding.  He has stopped that in 
London certainly, the conversions.  Is the intention with this - talking about clearing the land - that essentially 
the land will be prepared before it goes out to a small builder or small developer? 
 
Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Of the 
ones that are being looked at the moment, I do not think it is finalised and I do not know the details of the 
individuals.  They are all in different places and I do not know that they will be entirely prepared and ready to 
go immediately.  They certainly will not have planning, but they will hopefully be sites that it is plausible for 
people to get on and deliver and are not setting people up to fail. 
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Tim Southall (Housing Delivery Manager, Bristol City Council):  Yes.  In the West of England, that is the 
four authorities that make up the West of England Partnership, we have recognised that one of our biggest 
assets is small sites and the problem is they have not been looked at.  It really needs a huge amount of work, 
so we are in the process of making a bid to Government through the Housing Deal. I have so many funds going 
- through One Public Estate (OPE) Phase 6.  We are making a bid for the starting resourcing we need to bring 
those sites forward and that is basically property. 
 
We need people to be able to quickly evaluate those sites: whether they are goers, whether they are not goers, 
what sort of pre-development works would be needed to bring them forward, whether they are likely to secure 
planning permission.  Now that is a lot of work.  We are struggling at the moment with our statutory 
requirements for just meeting the self-build requirements in the city.  We just see the wish to now help Small 
and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) builders, community-led housing, we have a tremendous demand for 
small size, yet we have very little worked up sites with planning permissions that we can bring quickly to the 
market. 
 
Jeff Endean (Housing Strategy Manager, Lewisham Council):  We have been in conversations with the 
team doing the small sites work at the moment and it does feel like, if you look at the constraints that 
boroughs are under trying to bring forward land, there is definitely a good purpose behind that work and some 
use to it. 
 
Boroughs are constrained in terms of the people that they have available to bring forward sites.  Small sites are 
often just as hard to bring forward as big sites.  The bigger gains are in the big sites but at the same time 
competing pressures: land and money from sites.  A process for us that creates clarity about how land can 
come forward, and which happens on a bigger scale than just one authority would be helpful, in principle, so 
some way of identifying sites to go through a co-ordinated process would be good.  On the flip side of that 
from the community, so community groups that we have spoken to, for them to have visibility about sites that 
are coming forward that are not just necessarily in Lewisham.  There is also a benefit for community groups to 
see what is coming forward too, so it does feel like there are some good principles that are behind the 
approach and obviously we will have to see how it shapes up. 
 
Emily Auckland (Senior Project Manager, Bioregional):  That point about visibility about sites that are 
available, small builders alongside the community-led housing hub has real potential.  If those things work in 
partnership with each other and groups are getting the technical support and expertise they need but are also 
able to connect with the land that is available, and the community-led housing hub can help them do that, 
then that could work really well. 
 
Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  I would add that the concept of co-ops has so many people, not just 
existing co-ops but people who want to become part of co-ops.  Especially in the private rented sector we have 
seen a lot of people interested in that.  There is a whole group of new people coming up that can be not just 
CLTs.  It is great that there is a CLT Fund but there could be a housing co-operative fund too from Nationwide.  
That would be great. 
 
When we are thinking about co-operatives it is not necessarily just being about the small hard-to-let, hard-to-
make-a-profit-from sites next to railways, which are great, but actually being at the centre of private 
development so we can be part of the housing solution from the beginning.  We might be small but we do not 
have to be put in the margins.  We can be central to the debate. 
 
Tom Copley AM:  What you were saying earlier about delivering the affordable element of a larger private 
development. 
 
Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Can I ask Jamie a quick question about delivery?  I know you just said you would not 
tell us any targets but the Mayor’s office and TfL both have been staffing up quite a lot in terms of growing 
the housing teams, growing the development teams.  Do you know how many new staff the Mayor and TfL 
have taken on for this? 
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Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): I do 
not.  I saw a letter that went to Assembly Member Tony Devenish, which if he has got it to hand he might be 
able to answer.  If not, I could access the information and write to you confirming it. 
 
Tony Devenish AM:  I understand it has been updated since then anyway.  I cannot remember the figures, 
sorry. 
 
Sian Berry AM (Chair):  It would be useful for us to know.  I know you are still piloting the projects and I am 
listening to what the other people on the panel have said.  It is bringing forward small sites but, if you are 
doing pilots and only one of them is to do community-led housing, there are so many diverse models of 
community-led housing.  That did not seem like enough of a pilot because you will pick a model and that may 
or may not work, but there are lots of different community-led housing type initiatives there could be.  Will 
you be looking to expand that pilot quite quickly? 
 
Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes.  It 
is a fair challenge and there is a balance between doing a pilot that is meaningful but is not so big that you 
cannot learn as you are going on, so certainly we have a lot of ambition to do something that is big and good 
but we also want to be able to learn and develop from it.  It is also that the Small Sites Small Builders 
Programme is not going to be the answer in and of itself to these challenges.  The community-led housing hub 
is a big part of that and how we address the land challenge through that is really significant. 
 
A thing I would throw in to you considering your recommendations is around - and Leigh might remind me of 
the name of this - the Government’s community-led housing fund. 
 
Leigh Pearce (Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation):  It is the Community Housing Fund, yes. 
 
Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): 
£60 million a year.  London got an incredibly small share last year.  London should have a much bigger share 
going forward because of housing need and proportion of population.  If we got an ongoing slug of that there 
would be some quite interesting things we could do around land assembly and revolving funds to be dedicated 
to support community-led housing. 
 
Sian Berry AM (Chair):  That bypassed the GLA this year and went straight to the boroughs.  Have you been 
monitoring how that is being spent by the boroughs? 
 
Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): A 
number of boroughs have pledged some or all of their funding to us to help do even more with the hub.  We 
are certainly engaging closely with those that pledged. 
 
Sian Berry AM (Chair):  How many boroughs is that? 
 
Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): We are 
just finalising it at the moment and there is an approval form going through.  In the very near future it will be 
clear who and how much has pledged that. 
 
Sian Berry AM (Chair):  That is interesting. 
 
Tony Devenish AM:  When you send the updated organisation chart - you sent it in June [2017] to me - 
because you have the GLA Group, you have the TfL lot, you have you and you have the Metropolitan Police 
Service (MPS), who are selling off these police stations against our will, so perhaps you could add that in as a 
pilot as well. 
 
Leigh Pearce (Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation):  I wanted to add to the point around the 
Community Housing Fund.  Only year one of the money has been released.  We are well into year two and 
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there is no sign of the second year being released.  There is a lot of uncertainty around how that money is 
going to be distributed but the community-led housing sector is chomping at the bit waiting to make the most 
of that influx of capital and, as Jamie said, to London as well.  That will make a huge difference if we could get 
it released. 
 
Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Just to be clear, this is not lots of development money, is it?  This was £60 million 
for the whole country? 
 
Leigh Pearce (Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation):  £60 million a year for England and the biggest 
investment amount for community-led housing.  That would make a step change in what the sector can do, so 
we are very keen to hear more eventually. 
 
Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): For 
example, if London got a quarter of that, £15 million, that would probably be enough to buy three or four sites 
suitable for this every year.  Probably every two or three years you could start to rotate some of that money 
and that would grow fairly rapidly into quite a significant pipeline. 
 
Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Yes.  Split up between all the boroughs it is a few hundred thousand each. 
 
Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes. 
 
Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Just on the previous question, what is the smallest site that is attractive 
to co-ops? 
 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  Our co-op is 59 homes.  I think smaller ones do work as well but I 

think that is a good size and then other ones that are about 150.  So, it really depends whether it’s a new co-

op or whether it is an extension from that co-op.  For example, at the moment we would be quite interested in 

having another property added.  We have one building of 55 flats and we have two houses and two 

maisonettes.  At some point in the 1980s we expanded a little bit. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  When you say expand, does it have to be contiguous? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  No, it is just two houses.  They are just in the area. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Just in the area? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  Yes.  It would not be impossible for us to do that again if we could 

find the right property. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  You could develop, potentially, on a piece of surplus land that was just 

enough for a house. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  Yes.  I think that is happening quite a lot in Camden.  There is a 

council site near us, Kiln Place, and they have cut down a tree recently and that tree is now going to make six 

houses.  Not literally out of the wood, I hope.  There are lots of little spaces like that. 

 

That is just one option.  The option is to start new properties and create that sweet spot of between 50 and 

150 properties.  That is what works best.  Smaller co-ops can work but they do not generate much movement, 

so I think those are good sizes.  It is also about income, because you need to have a certain amount of your 

income in order to manage your own property.  For example, Fairhazel Housing Cooperative spends about 10% 

of its income on a housing manager and things like that because it has a higher turnover, whereas we spend 

about 30% to 40% on our management team. 
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Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  But the small sizes are attractive to people who are already established. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  It is handleable.  It is easy to absorb, is it not?  It is a just a few extra 

properties, a few extra houses. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  If there was a right to develop on public land, would that be something 

that would be of interest to you? 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  Yes, I think so.  Very much. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Very much.  Very good.  We will record that. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  Can I just say small sites can be much bigger than just two or three houses?  I think it is 

0.25 hectares, which is getting up to 50. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  Yes, I was just talking about how many properties we would be willing 

to do at one particular time.  You could squeeze lots of things into a small space. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  The kind of sites that are uninteresting to TfL, for example, are quite big. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  Yes. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Yes.  To Mr Ratcliff, can you clarify the arrangements for community 

groups wishing to access the Mayor’s Affordable Homes funding? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes.  I 

will not go into loads of detail on this but I was pre-warned that you might ask a question around this. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Just to narrow it down, there is confusion as to whether or not the 

applicants have to be registered providers or be part of - what is the terminology - the investment partner. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): The 

investment-partner status is within our gift and it is relatively simple.  It probably should be a bit simpler; it is 

something that we are looking at reviewing to see what we can do to streamline it.  Basically, we have said we 

will give funding to organisations who will own homes in the long term, own affordable homes in the long 

term, and that absolutely includes community groups.  Where it gets slightly more complicated is in relation to 

registered providers where there are legislative duties placed upon the GLA by virtue of the Housing and 

Regeneration Act 2008, as amended by the Localism Act 2011.  I can give the exact clauses later, because I am 

sure you do not want to be bored by them.  For rented homes, the landlord has to be a registered provider, 

which means they must register with the social housing regulator, which is currently the HCA.  For affordable 

home ownership homes, they do not.  It is any rented homes that are below market rates. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Those co-op models that take a rent would need to be registered 

providers.  Those that do not would not, is that true? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes.  If 

it was a home ownership model, as we were talking about, then we can absolutely give grant to that and they 
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do not need to register with the social housing regulator.  But if they are renting the homes out and we are 

funding them or financially supporting them in any way, then they do. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  A lot of co-ops are registered social providers. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): I think 

Greg said about half. 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  About half of the 160.  Eighty or 100, 

yes. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  What about if there is a shared ownership model?  What happens there? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): If it is a 

shared ownership model, then they do not need to register with the social housing regulator.  We can grant 

them.  That is fine. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  That is good.  That is nice.  Do our guests think that you are going to be 

bidding for such a fund?  Do you think you might bid for this money?  Because we do not know where it is 

coming from. 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  If we can identify a pilot site, the cost 

of building.  If we look at the cost of building in the Midlands, it is £60,000 to £100,000 for a one- or  

two-bedroom property.  The same figures in London seem to be £240,000 to £300,000 because of the various 

costs to do that.  To provide social housing we need to look into whatever grant funding is available, in the 

same way that any local council would.  So, yes, it would be attractive to approach them for this.  The issue still 

comes back to we need to be clear that grant funding does not allow council officers to try to raise the value of 

the land.  That grant funding needs to be used to reduce the cost of developing the housing and not be a 

negotiating factor in purchasing the land.  Otherwise, the grant funding becomes irrelevant because it just 

changes the amount of income to the local authority.  We are simply passporting it from the grant funder to 

the local authority without making the project itself any more viable. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  How do you escape from that dilemma? 

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  It is largely through good contacts 

with local councillors and persuading them of the value of this, which is partly why the process tends to take so 

long, because it is not a straightforward transaction.  It is much more getting the political support behind it. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  I wanted to go to Jamie, because it is about the cost of the land.  Would it help if you 

just committed that you would clean up the land before you hand it over to whoever you are going to hand it 

over to, a housing association or a co-op?  If we had a fund, and there are funds available to do that, would 

that make the whole lot easier? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes, I 

think that is one of the things that could help.  The £250 million Revolving Fund that the Mayor announced a 

couple of weeks ago, that is precisely what it is targeted at in terms of providing land assembly, acquiring land, 

remediation, infrastructure, other things that are needed to get sites ready for development, and then we can 

support them to come forward at pace with high levels of affordable housing. 
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Tony Devenish AM:  Is that a commitment on these pilots; that is what will happen? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): I do 

not know the sites that are being looked at from TfL.  We will make sure that they are development-ready.  

Exactly what is going to necessary for each of them, I do not know.  We are still a little way away from being 

exactly clear on it. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  Thank you. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Mr Ratcliff, under the Mayor’s Innovation Fund, only loans are available, 

not grants, to non-registered providers.  Are community groups still bidding for this funding? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): We had 

a strong response from a number of community groups, quite a lot of which we have taken forward into 

detailed due diligence at the moment and will be announcing the deals as they come through, on a case-by-

case basis.  Because the legislation applies to us regardless of what we call the pot, there are the same 

obligations.  If it is rent they still would need to be a registered provider for those homes, but I am hopeful 

there will be a number of interesting proposals that we do fund and do deliver with community groups from 

the Innovation Fund. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Of course, all these people are applying for the Affordable Homes 

Programme.  Have we found the money yet? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): The 

Government committed £3.15 billion at the last autumn statement to the Mayor, to London. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  It is coming from that side? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): That is 

what we are using for our Affordable Homes Programme.  That is where the initial allocations of £1.7 billion 

came from in July [2017].  We are still actively engaging with partners in what we can do to deliver more 

affordable housing from that, as well as negotiating with the Government for a share of the money that was 

announced yesterday. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  So it is the existing amount of money that was awarded, the £3.1 billion? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): We 

may be talking at cross-purposes.  The Innovation Fund and our Affordable Homes Programme is coming from 

the £3.15 billion.  The Revolving Fund is separate to that. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  I beg your pardon; the Revolving Fund is what I meant. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): The 

Revolving Fund we are saying is going to come from receipts of properties and land that is sold by GLA as well 

as other housing budgets. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Which you have identified. 
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Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): There 

is £4.25 billion of housing budgets in the annex to the draft London Housing Strategy.  It sets out the totality 

of the money that we have in existing budgets and then there are also receipts coming in on an ongoing basis. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Use of a fire station, for example.  Would that be an example? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): This is 

money within GLA Land and Property Limited, which is a subsidiary. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Not functional bodies. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA):  No, 

no, the money is still coming in because it is on a deferred-receipts basis. Yes, just the land that they 

transferred to the GLA from the Homes and Communities Agency, the London Development Agency and the 

London Thames Gateway Development Corporation. 

 

Andrew Boff AM (Deputy Chair):  Thank you. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  I am going back to Assembly Member Boff’s question about only giving loans not grants to 

non-registered providers.  Why? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): No, 

that is not the case and in fact the legislation is really broad in that if we give of a loan and as a requirement of 

the loan we make it be affordable rented homes, we have exactly the same restrictions. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Yes, but if it is not.  If it is not rented homes, sorry.  Am I misunderstanding this?  

Apparently, you are only giving loans not grants to non-registered providers.  If a non-registered provider 

comes to you with something that is not a rented scheme, can you still give them a grant? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  From the Innovation Fund? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA):  From 

either.  If it was a standard shared-ownership product, which is what we are supporting through the main 

programme, a non-registered provider could come to us.  We could provide them with grant funding.  The 

Innovation Fund is for things that do not fit within our standard set of products or standard way of funding.  It 

might be they are different because it is a different form of home ownership, it might be that they are different 

because they want the money in a different way.  But it is innovation; we have not clamped down on that.  But 

we certainly have not said we will only give loan funding to non-registered providers. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Thank you. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  You said that they have to be registered providers if they are doing affordable rent.  

Is that social rent?  Is that the limit or does it go right up to 80%?  So, anyone providing rent up to 80% of the 

market rate, they would still not be able to get anything from you because it is rent? 
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Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): 

Confusingly, the term that is used in the legislation is “low-cost rent”, which is defined as anything which is 

below the market rate. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Even if you are not saying it has to be, anyone providing below-market-rate rental 

products cannot get anything from your Innovation Fund? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): They 

can, but it becomes a circular argument.  The problem is if we require it in any way - and it is if require if we 

are building something, if we require it if we are selling something, if we require it because we are providing 

infrastructure or because we are giving money in any shape, form of equity loan, grant - if as a condition of 

doing one of those things we require that the rent is below market rate, we then have to require that the 

landlord is a registered provider.  The problem with that is if you are not requiring it for something, for 

example, for a loan, we could just give an interest-free loan and say, “We are not going to require it is 

affordable but we know that you are going to do it as affordable because that is your whole business model”, 

then we would have to charge a market rate for the loan as if it was commercial housing.  Therefore, it would 

not be affordable to somebody who would doing it, so we get caught. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Can we write to you about this and get some more clarity, because it seems like the 

rules are excluding some of the people who we have met who have ideas for this kind of thing?  They are not 

able to claim any kind of grant and that seems a little bit wrong.  But it does not seem like it is your fault, it 

seems like it is the law. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): It is 

hard to blame me for this one.  We are happy to set it out very clearly and it might be something you think 

Government should change, subject to them having legislative capacity. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Exactly, thank you, yes.  Moving on, I want to ask you about the Community-Led 

Housing Hub.  I think you have given that seed funding.  Is it £250,000 per year, or for one year?  This is the 

question: how long will you keep funding it for and how does it have to become self-sustaining and how does 

it going to manage that? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): The 

pot that we made available is £250,000 over three years.  It is £50,000 this year and then £150,000 next year 

and the year after.  The idea behind this is that we would help set it up but then it would become  

self-sustaining.  Part of that is because we do not want it to be something that we own or control.  It should be 

for the benefit of the community and be seen as an independent voice.  There are models.  I think the Cornish 

model is self-sustaining in terms of charging a percentage of the total development costs, which not only 

incentivises the hub to get projects successfully delivered but also helps sustain it going forward.  That is the 

hope that we are doing. 

 

Of the £50,000, we have spent a small amount of that so far in terms of setting up a business plan.  Part of 

that is about how it will become self-sustaining, what is needed in terms of the breadth of activities, who and 

how many people it employs.  We are hoping to recruit somebody to be carrying that out as a full-time role in 

the relatively near future.  One of the sources that we are hoping will help it grow is the money that is being 

pledged from boroughs as part of the Community Housing Fund.  We are hoping to get the approvals in place 

for that money coming in relatively soon.  Does that answer your question? 
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Sian Berry AM (Chair):  You are going to be adding some of the borough money to the money you have 

already pledged, to build up its capacity? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): That is 

the intention, yes.  If we could have a share of the £60 million going on every year, then certainly directing a 

large proportion - if not all of that - towards the hub would be a good idea too. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  And the structure of it is largely based on the Cornwall model, is that right?  It is to 

be an umbrella organisation that helps others to develop? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): I am 

not an expert on the Cornish model, but precisely.  It is about something that comes together, brings learning 

from people who have done this successfully, and links people who are interested up with other interested 

people, people who have done it before, technical experts who can help them through different stages.  I will 

defer to Leigh at this stage. 

 

Leigh Pearce (Chief Executive, Nationwide Foundation):  The priority for our funding at the moment is 

funding infrastructure that supports the growth of community-led housing.  The models in Cornwall, Wessex, 

Cumbria and East of England have seen varying success in delivering a sustainable model.  But ultimately what 

community-led housing is made up of is passionate, determined, courageous individuals who really want to do 

something, but what they do not always come with is expertise and technical knowledge. 

 

Housing is complex.  You do not wake up one morning and think you know how to do a development.  The 

infrastructure models that we have seen in Cornwall and Wessex have been hugely helpful in pushing forward 

and providing that advice, support, technical expertise, to those people who come with the passion and the 

drive and the determination; something like that in London.  The hub has looked at the Cornish model and the 

other models around and, hopefully with our funding, will be generating more of those hubs across the country 

and will be making sure the learning is shared across all those bodies to share best practice and approaches 

that can be used. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  In terms of how the London hub will work, it is not just going to be learning and 

advice, is it?  They will be making experts available to do work on projects, essentially? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): There 

will be technical experts available as part of the hub, who you can be signposted to, and who are ready and 

willing to support different groups.  You could be advised by the hub of who you might need to speak to at 

different points. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  But they are not going not be free or subsidised?  They are still independent 

consultants who charge those kinds of rates, presumably? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes, 

and so to an extent it will depend on how much funding we have and what support can be offered in different 

things, but a lot of the expert advice is going to come at a cost, certainly. 

 

Emily Auckland, Senior Project Manager, Bioregional):  Groups are already accessing that support - they 

just have to put time into finding the right person.  One of the challenges within the sector is the variety of 

models, and groups making decisions about what is the appropriate solution for them.  Something like the hub, 

where they can go and find all of that information and identify what is important and useful for them and then 
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be directed to the right person cuts out loads of the effort that is currently delaying the process that they are 

going through. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  I want to ask about what a technical expert is, because I think us in the 

culture, we consider ourselves expert in housing.  We have management committees; Greg is an expert in 

governance in terms of modelling.  We do not just live in our houses.  We run and manage them ourselves.  

Would you employ us as experts in your community hub or are you talking more about surveyors and people 

with qualifications and things like that? 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  In my mind, as I was speaking just then, I was thinking much more of architects, 

planning people to get you through the planning, but you are right that when you are setting up, say, your 

allocation scheme or how you manage your constitution, expertise from people like you will be useful.  

Presumably that is part of it.  The reason I was asking, though, was because of the fact that in-house experts 

can be much, much cheaper if they are salaried on a public salary than if they are employed project by project 

as consultants.  Is that the sort of capacity you are thinking the hub might build? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): The 

previous question is, yes, there is a broad range of experts and we are not going to commit to whon we might 

be employing for different things at the moment.  But all the way through the design feasibility, planning, 

construction, management, operation, you need technical experts in all of that.  Some of it will come from 

scale.  We would not rush out now and employ lots of people to be doing this.  It is more likely you move there 

incrementally.  If there is enough funding it might be that we can provide more seed grants to people who are 

interested and help link them up with experts who are at a price that maybe they could not afford at that 

point.  If the demand grows to a certain scale that there is a need for certain types of technical expertise, then 

looking at how you might salary that and bring it in on a permanent basis is something that could be looked at.  

Probably it feels like it feels like it is a little way down the line. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Will the Mayor be using his new Revolving Fund for land-buying to support community-led 

development? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Great.  I was at St Anne’s Hospital site this morning and I know they are very keen for the 

Mayor to use as much of that for the purpose.  We have now learned where this money is coming from.  

Presumably this money - I know it is meant to be recyclable - could be tied up for quite long periods of time in 

certain things.  If, for example, it is a community-land trust where you might not be selling it straight on to a 

developer and getting a return, this might be more a long-term investment.  Are you looking at having a more 

long-term investment in the community-led side of things? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): There 

is not going to be one single model and we are not going to be tying us down to make us not be able to do 

certain things.  Some of the sites we are looking at could be quite big and some of them could be really quite 

small.  Some of them might be small acquisitions you need to facilitate a larger site.  Some of them might be 

sites that -- 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Land assembly. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes, as 

well as the remediation infrastructure provision.  In terms of some of the sites might be suitable for entirely 
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community-led housing development in the way we have talked about from the small sites and hearing 

Assembly Member Berry’s point around having a breadth of different models.  Some of them might be larger 

sites where a proportion of it could be community-led housing, as we have heard the co-operatives are 

interested in exploring that.  I think there will be a breadth of models.  We have not identified all the sites that 

we will be engaging with or exactly how we are engaging on all those sites at the moment.  We hope we will be 

uncovering lots of opportunities as we are going forward, because I think part of this new way of working, of 

taking a more proactive engagement in the land market is getting our teams out there more to look for 

opportunities and see what we can do to link them up with our partners. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  Am I right in thinking that when part of the public sector is selling a bit of land, other bits 

of the public sector have the first refusal on it?  Is that true?  If the NHS sells a bit of land, before it goes out 

to market the GLA will have the opportunity to get in there? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): It is 

one of the things we would like.  The Homes and Communities Agency outside London does that have that 

right of first refusal.  I think it was in the Infrastructure Act, but unfortunately that was enacted after the 

Homes and Communities Agency’s powers were devolved to the Mayor.  We did not get that update at the 

same point, so there is a mismatch in terms of our powers in relation to public land compared to the Homes 

and Communities Agency in the rest of the country.  We would love to have the right of first refusal; we do not 

at the moment. 

 

Nicky Gavron AM:  We will have to sort that out. 

 

Tom Copley AM:  We do.  When are you expecting to buy up the first pieces of land?  Do you have a 

timeframe? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): I do 

not have a confirmed timeframe. 

 

Tony Devenish AM:  You could write to us if you like. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Can I ask whether you are taking suggestions from people?  Since this came up I 

have had a caseworker come in saying, “What about this old hospital?” We have obviously suggested things to 

do with you having a people’s land commission before, of places people have noticed that are not currently 

public.  Is that worth sending in to you? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): Yes, we 

would be very interested in that.  It would be more useful to send it in by email than in a public forum, partly 

because the more people know about -- 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Yes, that is what I mean.  In general, we can pass these on to you? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): 

Absolutely.  Passing them on would be useful, thank you. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  The final question is: is it not true that best consideration does not apply when you 

are transferring between bits of the public?  I know first refusal, you have explained that, but what about the 

price? 
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Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA):I do not 

know.  I would have to come back to you.  There is also a provision in relation to how transfers are affected.  

The Homes and Communities Agency has powers to transfer property by statutory order, which means that you 

do not pay stamp duty on the transfer.  But whether best-consideration rules apply or not, I am not sure.  I will 

come back to you. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  OK, good.   

 

Greg Robbins (Secretary, London Federation of Housing Coops):  It would be really nice if the housing 

co-op movement was involved in a practical way in the community hub.  At the moment, it seems to be a 

three-way partnership with two organisations based in the same building and the community hub being based 

there as well.  It is not very wide.  It is a bit dangerous on the Government’s front to be so closely tied and 

there should be representation from co-op groups.  I have found it quite difficult to sort out the details but I 

do not think the board has been finalised, has it? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): No.  At 

the moment, we are just finalising a business plan that has been written to us and that is the first bit of 

funding that we have used.  We are certainly very keen to engage a very wide range of people and we are 

deliberately framing this as community-led housing and not picking a certain model, because we think it is 

really important that one of the benefits of community-led housing is people take control, and the should be 

taking control in which of the various models they want to pursue.  At the launch Greg [Robbins, Secretary, 

London Federation of Housing Coops] or perhaps one of his colleagues was definitely there because I saw a 

beautiful banner in the picture. 

 

Jessica Jacobs (Coops for London):  It is our banner, Coops for London. 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA):  We 

definitely are engaging with co-ops but we are not exclusively advocating one model over another. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  At the moment the seed funding that comes from the CLT Network is for CLTs but, 

potentially, the hub could be giving grant seed funding to co-ops too? 

 

Jamie Ratcliff (Assistant Director, Programme, Policy and Services, Housing and Land, GLA): To a 

broad range, yes. 

 

Sian Berry AM (Chair):  Thank you.  We may need to finish that, but thank you very much to all our guests 

for coming.   
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City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA 
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk 

 

Subject: Summary List of Actions 
 

Report to: Housing Committee  
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 

 
Date: 8 November 2017 

This report will be considered in public 

 

 
1. Summary  

 

1.1 This report sets out actions arising from previous meetings of the Housing Committee. 

 
 
2. Recommendation 

 
2.1 That the Committee notes outstanding actions arising from its previous meetings. 

 

 

Actions Arising from the Meeting of 5 October 2017 

Minute 

Number 

Topic Status For action by 

5. Community Led Housing 
Whether it is possible to designate sites 
for community-led housing;  

How many new staff the Mayor and TfL 
have taken on to grown the housing 
development teams; and  

Whether best consideration rules apply 
when bits of land are transferring 
between public organisations.  

Completed –  

Attached as  

Appendix 1. 

Assistant Director - 
Programme, Policy and 
Services  

Greater London Authority 

 

Actions Arising from the Meeting of 27 June 2017 

Minute 

Number 

Topic Status For action by 

5. Tackling ‘Hidden Homelessness 

Authority was delegated to the Chair, in 

consultation with party Group Lead 

Members, to agree any output from the 

discussion. 

 

Completed –  

Attached at  

Agenda Item 5. 

Scrutiny Manager 
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3.  Legal Implications 
 

3.1   The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in this report. 

 

 
4. Financial Implications 
 

4.1 There are no financial implications to the GLA arising from this report. 

 

 

 

 

 
List of appendices to this report:  

Appendix 1 – Response Letter from Assistant Director – Programme, Policy and Services 

 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: None 

Contact Officer: Clare Bryant, Committee Officer 

Telephone: 020 79834 616 

Email: clare.bryant@london.gov.uk   
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Dear Sian 

Thank you for inviting me to the London Assembly’s Housing Committee on 5 October 2017 to 
discuss community-led housing in London.  

I agreed to provide some further information to follow-up the committee. This is set out below. 

• Whether it is possible to designate, through planning, sites for community-led
housing?
No, there is no separate planning use class for community-led housing. A local plan could
encourage it as a use but if a site is suitable for C3 residential, it is suitable for any sort of
C3 residential.

• How many staff the GLA group has within its housing and development teams?
There are:
- 112 staff in the GLA’s Housing and Land team
- 54 in TFL’s property team
- 7 in MOPAC’s property team
- 115 in Metropolitan Police’s property team (which covers Construction, Facilities

Management, H&S, HQ Building Management and Environmental functions as well as 
Estates Management).   

• Whether best consideration rules apply when land is transferred between public
organisations?

Best consideration rules only apply to organisations (mostly local authorities) defined in the 
1972 Local Government Act and subsequent amendments. The GLA has a parallel 
requirement set out in the GLA Act 1999. The rules do not apply to all land (for example 
land held under the Housing Acts is excluded).  

Best consideration rules to not apply to Government Departments; they are principally 
governed by ’Managing Public Money’, which is a Treasury document. This states that 
public sector organisations may transfer property among themselves without placing the 
asset on the open market, provided they do so at market prices and in appropriate 

Sian Berry AM 
Chair of the Housing Committee 
London Assembly 

Sent by email Date: 19 October 2017 

Appendix 1
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circumstances. If an asset is sold or leased at a loss, the proceeds forgone (compared to 
market value) should be treated as a gift. Treasury approval is required for any ‘gifts’ valued 
at more than £300k.  

 
Where land is transferred by way of a statutory instrument e.g. the land transferred from 
the HCA to the GLA  as a result of the Localism Act 2011 then the relevant legislation 
prescribes the terms of any such transfers.  

 
I also said I would clarify the legislative requirements relating to landlords of homes funded by 
the GLA. These requirements are contained within s31 of the Housing & Regeneration Act 
20081 (as amended by the Localism Act 2011). Where the GLA is funding Low Cost Rental 
accommodation (as defined by s69 of the Housing & Regeneration Act 2008) we must impose a 
condition requiring that the landlord of the accommodation is a Registered Provider of Social 
Housing. There is no requirement for the landlord of low cost home ownership accommodation 
(as defined by s70 of the Housing & Regeneration Act 2008) to be a Registered Provider of 
Social Housing.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Jamie Ratcliff 
Assistant Director – Programme, Policy and Services 
 
cc Loraine Ford, Committee Scrutiny Manager 

                                                 
1 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/17/section/31 
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City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA 
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk 

 

Subject: Action Taken Under Delegated 
Authority  
 

Report to: Housing Committee  
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 

 
Date: 8 November 2017 

 
This report will be considered in public  

 
 
1. Summary  
 
1.1 This report sets out recent action taken by the Chair of the Housing Committee under delegated 

authority. 

 
 
2. Recommendation  
 

2.1 That the Committee notes the action taken by Sian Berry AM, the Chair of the Housing 

Committee, under delegated authority, following consultation with the party Group Lead 

Members, namely to agree any output arising from the discussion on Hidden 

Homelessness.  

 

3. Background   
 
3.1 At its meeting on 28 February 2017, the Committee agreed to use its meeting slot on  

23 March 2017 to discuss, with invited guests, the challenge of hidden homelessness in London. 

 

3.2 At this meeting, the Committee discussed: 

 Who might be considered ‘hidden homeless’; 

 How people come to be hidden homeless; and 

 What support is currently being offered to help ‘hidden homeless’ people re-establish more 
stable living arrangements. 

 

3.3 A panel of guests was invited to discuss these issues with the committee, including: 

 Nicola Harwood, Head of Nightstop, Depaul UK; 

 Bob Green, Chief Executive Officer, Stonewall Housing; 

 Dr Kesia Reeve, Sheffield Hallam University; and 

 Mary Mason, Chief Executive Officer, Solace Women’s Aid. 
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 The Committee was also joined by a number of Londoners who had experienced hidden 

homelessness. 

 

3.4 During this meeting, the Committee agreed to use its next meeting to continue this discussion, with 

new invited guests. 

 

3.5 The Committee met on 27 June 2017 to discuss how to tackle ‘hidden homelessness’. The 

Committee invited a panel of expert guests: 

 Vincent Lawal, Housing Solutions Manager, London Borough of Southwark; 

 Jennie Bibbings, Campaigns Manager, Shelter Wales; 

 Jenny Barnes, Head of Policy and Research, Centrepoint; and 

 Deborah Halling, Senior Policy Officer, Housing and Land, Greater London Authority. 

 

3.6 During the meeting, the Committee discussed: 

 Whether the homelessness system could be adjusted to take better account of particularly 

vulnerable groups who might currently not be accorded priority need; 

 If so, how this could work; 

 The extent to which the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 may make ‘visibly homeless’ 

people who are currently ‘hidden homeless’; 

 How young people in particular could be made aware of their entitlement to homelessness 

support and the advice services open to them; and 

 What more the Mayor could be doing to advance this agenda. 

 

3.7 It was agreed informally that the output of these meetings should take the form of a short report 

outlining the current landscape of hidden homelessness in London. 

 
3.8 Under Standing Orders and the Assembly’s Scheme of Delegation, certain decisions by Members can 

be taken under delegated authority.  This report details those actions. 

  

3.9 At the Committee’s meeting on 27 June 2017, the Committee resolved: 

 

“That authority be delegated to the Chair, in consultation with party Group Lead Members, to agree 

any output from the meeting. [hidden homelessness].” 

 

 

4. Issues for Consideration  
 

4.1 The Committee is recommended to formally note its report Hidden homelessness in London, as 

attached at Appendix 1. 

 

4.2 After agreement from the Chair, in consultation with party Group Lead Members, the report was 

published on 27 September 2017.   
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4.3 This report makes the following recommendations: 

 

Recommendation 1 

The Government should recognise the acute nature of homelessness in London and keep under 

review the funding to implement the Homelessness Reduction Act for London local authorities, to 

ensure that boroughs have sufficient resources to relieve and prevent homelessness. 

 

Recommendation 2 

The Mayor should lobby London local authorities to record the protected characteristics of those 

presenting at housing options services, following comprehensive training of staff about the 

sensitivity required in collection, and the purpose of such monitoring. This would create better 

understanding of London’s homeless population. 

 

Recommendation 3 

The Mayor should review the assessment of ‘vulnerability’, and advice given to non-priority need 

applicants across London to create best practice guidelines for local authorities and homelessness 

charities. This should make particular reference to advice and support for young and LGBT persons, 

as well as supporting vulnerable people. He should add this to the agenda for his No Nights 

Sleeping Rough Task Force. 

 

Recommendation 4 

The Government should rewrite the guidance around evidence required to reach an assessment of 

‘vulnerability’ for those who have experienced domestic violence and abuse to make it easier for 

authorities to identify victims accurately. They should ensure that staff know that police crime 

reference or risk assessment numbers are not required in order to validate an application. 

 

Recommendation 5 

In light of the Homelessness Reduction Act’s introduction, and new data gained from prevention 

services, the Government should look to review the list of those who meet the criteria for 

‘vulnerability’ under the legislation. 

 

Recommendation 6 

The Mayor should promote the use of existing homelessness advice and support services using the 

London.gov.uk website and TfL advertising space. 

 

Recommendation 7 

The Government should ensure that any future legislation on domestic violence and abuse gives 

survivors of domestic violence and abuse priority in tenancy law. This would mean that survivors 

are able to remain in their homes following an incident of abuse, if they wish, rather than the 

perpetrator. 

 

Legislation should seek to formalise the use of reciprocal housing agreements between local 

authorities (and housing associations) to ensure that people who experience domestic violence and 

abuse can maintain their housing eligibility band across London. 

 

4.4 Officers confirm that the report and its recommendations fall within the original terms of 

reference proposed at its 28 February 2017 meeting. 
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5. Legal Implications 
 

5.1 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in the report. 

 

 

6. Financial Implications 
 

6.1 There are no direct financial implications to the Greater London Authority arising from this report. 

 

 

List of appendices to this report:  
Appendix 1 – Hidden homelessness in London 
 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: Member Delegated Authority Form 825 (Hidden Homelessness)  

 

Contact Officer:  Clare Bryant, Committee Officer 

Telephone:  020 7983 4616 

E-mail:  ed.wise@london.gov.uk 
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London Assembly Housing Committee I 1

Housing Committee 

Holding the Mayor to account and investigating 
issues that matter to Londoners 

Hidden homelessness in London September 2017 

Executive summary 

▪ Hidden homeless people are those without a place to call
home, but who are hidden from official statistics and not
receiving support.

▪ They can find themselves in precarious situations, including
sofa surfing, sleeping rough, squatting and sleeping on public
transport. These can be dangerous, and leave people at risk of
abuse, assault and exploitation.

▪ We have estimated the numbers in London and found that 13
times more people are homeless but hidden than are visibly
sleeping rough – as many as 12,500 each night.

▪ Young people are most likely to be affected, particularly
people who identify as LGBT. We also heard that this affects
people who aren’t eligible for homelessness support and
people fleeing domestic violence.

▪ Only one in five young people affected present to a council,
meaning they remain hidden from possible support.

▪ Some that do seek help from councils fail to be recognised as
vulnerable, despite being in danger.

▪ The new Homelessness Reduction Act may help with this
problem, but the Mayor and Government need to support
local authorities in tackling it, look at gaps in eligibility for
support, and do more to promote access to homelessness
services.

Appendix 1
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Housing Committee  

Holding the Mayor to account and investigating 
issues that matter to Londoners 

 

Hidden homelessness in London September 2017 

Introduction
 

Homelessness remains a huge problem in London. In the year to March 
2017, 18,070 households were accepted as homeless by local 
authorities in the capital.1 The number of those rough sleeping in 
London in 2016-17 totalled 8,108.2 However, homelessness charities 
have long argued that official statistics only tell half the story. By all 
indications, the problem of hidden homelessness is on a much larger 
scale than that of observable homelessness. Those without a roof over 
their head, but who are not entitled to homelessness support from the 
Government, are often forced into dangerous and insecure forms of 
accommodation, such as rough sleeping, sofa surfing and trading sex for 
a bed. 
 
Unless they approach local authorities or homelessness support 
services, this group remains hidden from official figures and has great 
difficulty getting back into secure accommodation. And without an 
accurate picture of the numbers of hidden homeless people it is hard for 
the Government and local authorities to effectively support them.  
 
The purpose of our investigation was to learn more about the lives of 
those who are hidden from homelessness statistics and to understand 
their experiences. This is an under-researched area, not least because it 
is a ‘hidden’ phenomenon. The report seeks to explain the problem 
better. It is also a call to action for both the Mayor and others to delve 
deeper into this problem, and to stimulate further research and action 

to prevent homelessness. This report highlights areas where 
improvements could be made and where the Mayor can show 
leadership in tackling this issue. We carried out a survey of homeless 
Londoners and spoke to a wide range of experts to inform the 
recommendations in this report. Details of our approach to the 
investigation and statistical analysis can be found in Appendix 1. 

Contents
 

What is hidden homelessness?          3 

Who are London’s hidden homeless?         3 

How many people are hidden homeless?        8 

Tackling hidden homelessness          9 

Recommendations                     17 

About the Housing Committee 

The Housing Committee scrutinises the Mayor’s role and record in 
delivering the private, social and affordable homes London needs. The 
cross-party committee has 7 members: Sian Berry AM (Chair), Andrew 
Boff AM (Deputy Chair), Tom Copley AM, Tony Devenish AM, Nicky 
Gavron AM, Leonie Cooper AM and David Kurten AM. 

For further information please see page 18.  
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What is hidden homelessness?
 

Despite the phrase ‘hidden homeless’ appearing frequently in the press, 
there is no government or otherwise agreed definition. However, from 
our investigation, a working definition would include those who: 

▪ either have no right to live in a fixed place (through tenancy or 
ownership), or cannot stay in a fixed place where they might 

have a right (due, for example, to fear of abuse or violence) 
▪ are not receiving formal homelessness support from a local 

authority or specialist support service 
▪ have not made a formal homelessness application since they 

have become homeless 
▪ are not living with a parent or guardian 
▪ do not have the resources or financial means to avoid their 

current situation 

 
This definition captures a wide variety of situations ranging from ‘sofa 
surfing’ through to rough sleeping. It includes those in certain forms of 
overcrowded or ‘concealed’ households, depending on their financial 
and tenancy status. However, it excludes those who are in night shelters 
or other hostel provision as they will be in receipt of local authority or 
charity support.  
  

People who are hidden homeless frequently don’t identify themselves 

as being homeless. This is often because they don’t see themselves as a 
‘stereotypical’ homeless person, typified by rough sleeping. Evidence to 
our investigation also suggests that many people don’t identify with 
contemporary terms such as ‘sofa surfing’, which can glamorise the 
danger of situations they find themselves in. Often people tend to see 
themselves as simply ‘between homes’ – although this can last for 
extended periods.  

Who are London’s hidden homeless?
 

Government data shows that the biggest causes of homelessness are 
the end of an Assured Shorthold Tenancy (AST) and relationship 
breakdown.3 Our survey work equally indicates that relationship 
breakdown is also a primary cause of hidden homelessness. The need to 
avoid domestic violence and other forms of abuse are also common 

causes. Our survey results suggest that specific vulnerable groups may 
be especially prone to becoming hidden homeless. 
 
We heard that in some cases those who become hidden homeless 
should be entitled to support, but are unable to prove their entitlement. 
In other cases, they are not entitled to support, do not have the means 
to remain housed independently in their community and are unable to 
move elsewhere to find a home. People falling into these categories 

effectively become homeless, without being considered to be in ‘priority 
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need’, the label which would entitle them to substantial state support to 

find housing.4 Unless they opt to sleep rough and are found by the 
authorities, such people become hidden homeless, below the radar of 
the homelessness statistics. 
 
Groups likely to be affected include: 
 

▪ those who aren’t eligible for homelessness support from local 
authorities but cannot afford housing – young, single people 

without dependent children, especially young LGBT people 
▪ those who are eligible for homelessness support under local 

authorities’ duty but who don’t apply, or whose applications 
are turned down because they can’t prove their eligibility – 
primarily victims of domestic violence and abuse, often 
women 

▪ those with no recourse to public funds, especially asylum 
seekers 

 
Not eligible for homelessness support 
 
Evidence we received suggests that the largest group affected by hidden 
homelessness are those who are single and without dependent children, 
and therefore not defined as being in ‘priority need’. Most commonly 
this affects young people, who are less likely to have the financial 

resources, or to have developed support networks and knowledge of 
homelessness legislation, to navigate the system to their advantage.  

Theresa’s story 
Theresa is studying for a PhD at an internationally renowned London 
university. She had been funded for the first three years of her 
studies, in which time she was expected to have finished her research. 
However, she hadn’t finished by her third year and was left without 
funding while she needed to carry on studying. Without any source of 
income, she could not pay rent. Faced with the choice of becoming 
homeless or giving up on her PhD after three years’ work, she chose 
to live between homes. Initially, she was able to sleep on friends’ 
sofas and floors, but soon their hospitality ran out. When she has no 
place to go she has to scrape together what little money she can find 
to pay for hostels. She says she finds this extremely difficult to deal 
with, not knowing where she will sleep from one night to the next, on 
top of the added pressure of her research. 
 
Theresa has recently been given a ‘gift’ from some academics at her 
university which will enable her to support herself for the final period 
of her studies. However, without a formal income she is unable to get 
a tenancy in the rental market, as she wouldn’t pass reference checks. 
Therefore, her only choice is to continue sofa surfing or illegally sublet 
a room, both insecure forms of accommodation. 

It appears family and relationship breakdown is the largest cause of 
hidden homelessness among young people in general, particularly 

among young LGBT people, who make up one quarter of youth 
homelessness.5 Two thirds of LGBT homeless youth reported parental 
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rejection as one of the top three reasons for their homelessness.6 This 

issue is particularly prevalent among the transgender community, 
according to evidence we received. 

 

Affordability is another significant driver of homelessness among young 

single people, but is also increasingly affecting older Londoners on 
modest incomes.10 The lack of affordable properties in the private 
rented sector continues to cause issues in all corners of the capital. 43 
per cent of hidden homeless respondents to our survey said inability to 
afford rent was the cause of their homelessness, while nine per cent of 
respondents also reported competition in the rental market as a 
contributing factor to their homelessness.  
 

Changes to welfare, such as the freeze of the Local Housing Allowance 
(LHA) rates, also appear to have had an affect on homelessness. We 
heard from experts and respondents to our survey that the reduction in 
available benefits had made it more challenging, for young people in 
particular, to find housing, especially in the private rented sector. We 
heard that before the LHA freeze only 1.5 per cent of rental properties 
in London were affordable and let by landlords willing to rent to 
someone on benefits.11 

 
During the course of the investigation we heard stories of young 
workers getting their first jobs in Canary Wharf, who were having to use 
homelessness relief services because they couldn’t afford a rental 
deposit, and of university students who couldn’t afford rent or deposits 
for houses and were forced onto friends’ sofas or paying for hostels on a 
night by night basis. These factors mean that an increasing number of 

ordinary Londoners are spending longer between homes.   
 

Hidden homelessness insight: sofa surfing 

Experiences of ‘sofa surfing’ among Londoners differ greatly. For 
some, it may involve moving in with close friends for short periods, 
which can be a positive experience. For others, the impact can be 

longer term and much more negative. We heard that many people 
report feeling like a burden on those who host them and move 
frequently to avoid “out-staying their welcome.” Relatives and friends 

no longer being able or willing to provide accommodation remains 
the main reason for the loss of a last settled home.7 
 
When the kindness of friends and family runs out, people can find 

themselves increasingly desperate. Many report staying with 
strangers or ‘friends of friends’ who may as well be strangers.8 We 
heard how the range of situations and experiences that people often 
describe as ‘staying with friends’ may be much more dangerous than 
it seems.9 Many of those forced to ‘sofa surf’ report poor mental 
health as a result of their often nomadic experiences and the energy 
they expend trying to find accommodation each night.
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Eligible through vulnerability, but not accepted by local authorities 

 
Although survivors of domestic violence and abuse are legally entitled to 
housing support from local authorities, due to their vulnerability,12 we 
heard from Solace Women’s Aid that an increasing number are being 
turned away. For many people who have experienced domestic violence 
and abuse (which particularly affects women, LGBT people and young 
people), leaving the home where the perpetrator is living is the only way 
to escape further abuse.13 However, despite their vulnerable status, and 

associated entitlement to housing, we were told an increasing number 
of victims find it difficult to get accepted by local housing authorities.  
 
Solace Women’s Aid say that survivors of domestic violence and abuse 
are frequently being warned off filling out homelessness applications at 
the point of presenting to a local authority. We heard that many local 
authorities now require those making a homelessness application as a 
result of domestic violence to provide a police report (or risk 

assessment) to back up their claim. Victims are often too scared to 
report their abuse to the police (even though without such a report they 
will likely not be accepted for support). Given that Solace suggest only 
about a third of women report cases of domestic violence to the police, 

this problem is likely to be widespread.14 When they do report, most 

women have their cases dropped by the police because they won’t 
make a ‘good witness’ or because of lack of evidence.15  
 
Without local authority support, single homeless people often sleep 
rough. But for vulnerable women and young people, sleeping rough is 
particularly dangerous. They may also ‘sofa surf’ with friends or other 
family members. However, where they have no such personal network 
to call upon, or when they have exhausted those options, they may 
become more desperate and seek more dangerous alternatives which 
may leave them vulnerable to coercion. 
 
We heard that some vulnerable people who face homelessness, 
particularly women, can become exploited in their desperation for a 
roof over their heads. This can vary in severity from exchanging unpaid 
domestic labour for a roof over their head through to ‘survival sex.’16 
For example, we heard from Women for Refugee Women that asylum-
seeking women who are made destitute are “extremely vulnerable to 
sexual abuse, with favours expected in exchange for resources such as 
accommodation”.17  
 
There are also increasing reports that some landlords in London have 
been posting adverts offering rent-free accommodation in exchange for 
sex.18 A search of a popular listings website for ‘free rent’ turned up 22 
adverts in the London area with these kinds of offers, luring desperate 
people into potentially dangerous and abusive situations. 

“I found myself in terrible environments. I slept on 
doorsteps, sometimes family doorsteps. I slept in Euston 
station. I tried to sleep on buses.”        Corey, 21 
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For those forced to sleep rough, we heard that women seek out quieter, 
more sheltered places in order to hide themselves from potential 
attackers and the general public. This means that they are less likely to 
be picked up by rough sleeping teams who would otherwise have 
counted them and, hopefully, supported them into housing.  
However, the issue of not receiving the support they are entitled to is 
not limited to survivors of violence and abuse. The Royal British Legion  
told us that six percent of ex-service men and women discharged in the 
last five years (who should also be classed as vulnerable by local  
authorities) report problems getting a council or housing association 
place.19 
 
No recourse to public funds 
 
Finally, those with no recourse to public funds, most commonly asylum 
seekers with claims waiting for approval, are at high risk of becoming 
hidden homeless, according to various charities who submitted 
evidence to our investigation. They remain hidden from various 
authorities because they do not want to make themselves a target for 
deportation. Some asylum seekers have waited as long as 23 years, 
while destitute, before being granted leave to remain. Women for 

Refugee Women told us they estimate that there are hundreds, if not 
thousands of asylum-seeking women in London who are destitute, 
although others told us that it is not possible to quantify this. The issue 
of having no recourse to public funds can also affect those who travel to 
the UK on spousal or student visas, leaving them destitute if they lose 
their initial accommodation, through, for example, relationship 
breakdown. 
  

“If a woman didn’t tell you how she lived, you would 
never know. A woman is forced to hide, with a man it’s 
different”           Asylum seeking woman 
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How many people are hidden homeless? 
 

There are many difficulties with accurately estimating the number of 
hidden homeless people on any given night in London. This is because 
of: 
 

▪ the transience of the phenomenon as people move in and out 
of accommodation 

▪ our inability to count those who do not present to any agency 
▪ the incompleteness and inconsistency of existing local 

authority homelessness data 
 
But there have been attempts to quantify the scale of hidden 
homelessness. For example, the Homelessness Monitor 201720 
estimates there were 2.27 million households containing concealed 
single persons in England in early 2016, in addition to 288,000 concealed 

couples and lone parents. This has risen by around a third since 2008.21 
Crisis estimates that this equates to 3.34 million adults in these 
concealed household units, which they would describe as hidden 
homeless. Further estimates by Crisis suggest that on any one night in 

England in 2016 there were 60,000 ‘households’22 sofa surfing.  
 
Based on analysis of several polls, surveys and readily available 

homelessness statistics, we have been able to reach an estimate of the 
scale of hidden homelessness in London. 

Around 

1 in 10 
people will experience 

hidden homelessness in 
any one year.23 

1 in 5 
16 to 25 year olds sofa 

surfed in 2014. Of these 
roughly half sofa surfed 

for more than a month.24 

225,000 
young people in London 

have stayed in an insecure 
or unsafe place because 

they had nowhere safe to 
call home.25 

On any one night in 
London we estimate a 
minimum of around 

12,500 
people are hidden 

homeless.26 

Thirteen times 
more people are hidden homeless than sleeping rough 

in London.27 
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Why don’t they seek support? 

Our investigation found that most people who experience hidden 
homelessness have not sought advice or support about their 
homelessness from local authorities or support services. The reasons for 
this are threefold: 

▪ They know little about advice services and how they work. 
▪ They don’t expect advice services to be able to help them. 
▪ They–or people they know–have had negative experiences of such 

services in the past. 

Most respondents to our survey said they hadn’t sought support or 
advice because they didn’t think they would be entitled to it; one third 
didn’t know where to find it. For those that did present, many reported 
wholly negative experiences with local authorities who couldn’t provide 
them with help. Kesia Reeve at Sheffield Hallam University told us that 
most homeless people she had surveyed said that local authorities had 

identified them as homeless but not given them any advice or help28 – a 
failure of their duty. However, detailed interviews revealed that most of 
these people were given advice and assistance, but that it was of such 
little value to them that they had not even recognised it as such.29 

Only 1 in 5 
young people present to a 
local authority about their 

homelessness.30 

A fifth 
of those who do present are 

turned away without any 
practical assistance.31 

This paints a bleak picture of being homeless in London. Clearly, current 

legislation fails to support the majority of people who have no home, as 
only a small percentage are entitled to support. To gain a better idea of 
the scale of hidden homelessness, we need more people to present as 
homeless, to be recorded and to be helped towards a home.   
 
The policy landscape has remained unchanged for many years, but the 
introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 looks set to 
improve the situation, perhaps drastically. However, more needs to be 

done by the Mayor, Government and local authorities to successfully 
implement the Act, or its success will be limited. 
 

Tackling hidden homelessness 
 

The Homelessness Reduction Act, when it comes into force, could 
improve the situation because it aims to help people before they 

experience homelessness. However, in order to effectively tackle 
homelessness, the Act must be properly funded. The Act will require 
local authorities to produce more accurate figures. In addition, housing 
options services will need to radically change the way they address 

homelessness, moving to a more proactive stance of trying to prevent 
rather than having to resolve homelessness. The Mayor also needs to 
ensure that Londoners know that help is available by signposting them 

to support. Finally, the Government must make good its aim32 to end 
the injustice experienced by survivors of domestic violence by ensuring 
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consistency in local authority vulnerability decisions and improving 

legislation around tenancy rights. 
 

 
 

 

The implementation of the Homelessness Reduction Act: lessons from 

Wales 
 
The Homelessness Reduction Act aims to help people avoid a 
homelessness crisis before it happens. The biggest changes it introduces 
relate to the homelessness prevention work that local authorities will be 
required to carry out. It aims to help people avoid a homelessness crisis 
before it happens. Local authorities will be required to ‘take reasonable 
steps’ to prevent all eligible people34 from losing their homes and help 

them to secure accommodation. 
 
Experience in Wales may provide valuable lessons. In April 2015, the 
Housing (Wales) Act 2014 was introduced, prefiguring several aspects of 
the Homelessness Reduction Act. Overall, the Act has been well received 
by charities and service users alike. As a result of the Act, more 
households are being assessed as homeless and given advice and 
support by local authorities. In the first year after implementation, the 

number of people presenting to local authorities as homeless rose by 25 
per cent. The 2016-17 figures show an even larger increase in those 
presenting.35 Almost two-thirds of those presenting as threatened with 
homelessness are successfully prevented from becoming so.36 However, 
implementing the measures contained in the Act requires additional 
resource and time from local authorities.37 
 

Additional funding of £5 million each year was guaranteed for three 
years by the Welsh Government, with a further funding package of £7m 

The Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 

The Act gained Royal Assent in April 2017, and will come into force in 
April 2018. The Act’s main provision is the introduction of a universal 
homelessness ‘prevention’ duty for all eligible households,33 alongside 
a ‘relief’ duty to take reasonable steps to secure accommodation for 

any eligible person who is homeless. Previously there was no 
statutory duty for local authorities to carry out prevention work for all 
households. The intention is to ensure that everyone threatened with 
homelessness, regardless of priority need status, is entitled to receive 
free information and advice to help them with their situation, and 
increased support if they do become homeless. It means that 56 days 
prior to someone becoming homeless (from 28 days previously) they 
should get help, assuming they approach the local authority. As part 

of the prevention duty, housing officers must create a ‘personal 
housing plan’ with those that present. The Act also places a new 
obligation on public authorities (such as the NHS) to notify the 
housing authority if someone they are working with is facing 
homelessness.  
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announced for 2017-18.38 Shelter Cymru told us that councils had found 

the funding helpful, but that more would be needed to see improved 
services continue beyond the initial funding period.  
 
Shelter Cymru notes that the homelessness prevention service across 
Wales has dramatically improved, but that there is still work to be done. 
Specifically, there is evidence that non-priority-need applicants to 
councils are still being offered generic advice,39 which would suggest 
that further training is needed within local authorities. Further criticisms 

include uneven provision within councils, as well as across councils, 
which have been challenged by the higher workload that the Act has 
created. Recent Welsh homelessness statistics show that one in ten 
people who approach local authorities remain homeless at the end of 
the prevention process.40 It is not known where these people are going, 
but it is likely that they will slip into hidden homelessness. 
 
The Homelessness Reduction Act will be a challenge for local 

authorities 
 
As in Wales, many London boroughs predict that the new Homelessness 
Reduction Act will result in a significantly higher number of people 
presenting as homeless and therefore create additional costs for them.41 
The Association of Housing Advice Services has estimated that London’s 
32 boroughs will face a combined bill of £161m to implement the new 

duties. The Government has promised to fund the new duties, offering 
an initial £61m of support to councils across the whole of England for 

two years. After that, the Government expects that savings through 

preventing homelessness will make the Act self-funding. However, 
others disagree, and have called for an increased funding pledge from 
the Government. The Department for Communities and Local 
Government (DCLG) said it is considering further funding for ‘high-
pressure’ areas, although exactly what constitutes ‘high-pressure’ is 
unclear at this stage. Given that homelessness is particularly acute in 
London, this may include most, if not all, inner London boroughs, as well 
as some outer boroughs. 

 
We need better data on hidden homelessness to accurately reflect the 
scale of the problem 
 
Data across London boroughs is inconsistent. Statistics only tell us part 
of the story and there are questions as to their reliability. In December 
2015, the UK Statistics Authority published an assessment of compliance 
with the Code of Practice for Official Statistics in relation to DCLG's 

homelessness and rough sleeping statistics. The assessment found that 
the Homelessness Prevention and Relief statistics ‘do not currently meet 
the standard to be National Statistics.’42 Currently, local authorities are 
not required to record the numbers of people asking them for advice 
and support, only those whom they accept. The Homelessness 
Reduction Act should make the homelessness data recorded by local 
authorities more consistent. The Government has indicated that it 

intends to provide increased funding to improve data collection 
systems, although how much will be available is not clear at this stage.43 
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The Mayor should push for further consistency across London boroughs 
to provide a more detailed picture of the issue. We heard, for example, 
that local authorities often don’t ask about the protected characteristics 
of those coming forward for assistance. This means that the extent of 
LGBT homelessness, for example, is hidden from official statistics, 
despite indications that it makes up a quarter of youth homelessness.44 
Improved recording of gender and sexuality, alongside other protected 
characteristics, would help the Mayor and local authorities to target 

support appropriately. This should only be implemented following 
comprehensive training of staff about the collection and purpose of 
such monitoring, in order that it not put people off presenting. 
 
A culture change is required in housing options services 
 
Our investigation found that most people who experience hidden 
homelessness don’t seek advice or support from local authorities or 

support services. Our investigation also found that many homeless 
people are unaware of homelessness support and advice services 
available to them. This is counterproductive as there is significant 

evidence to show that preventing homelessness saves more money than 

resolving it.45 Given that the Homelessness Reduction Act will place 
significant new duties on local authorities to provide prevention work, 
authorities will need to be ready to provide an adequate level of service 
to match the demand the Act will bring.  
 
Implementation of the Homelessness Reduction Act requires local 
authorities to deliver their services differently. Our investigation heard 
concerns with the way some local authority homelessness services are 

delivered. Our evidence indicates that most hidden homeless people 
who sought help found councils did not provide them with meaningful 
advice.  
 
Recurrent criticisms of housing options services include: 
 

▪ poor coordination and collaboration with other agencies, 
e.g. health services and social services 

▪ being passed between services without meaningful help 
▪ a lack of rigorous investigation by local authorities with 

some applicants turned away without receiving a full 
assessment, leading to charges of ‘gate-keeping’ 

▪ inconsistent assessment of vulnerability and intentionality 
▪ being given outdated information and generally poor advice 
▪ pressure on local authority resources in terms of staffing and 

costs, particularly the cost of temporary accommodation 

“In London very few people have a spare room. You 
may not have family nearby or willing to help. For 
many single people, your friends are your family.” 

Survey respondent 
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We understand that budget cuts put local authorities under significant 

strain. Effective delivery of the Homelessness Reduction Act will place 
even greater demands on homelessness services. Indeed, we heard that 
the Housing (Wales) Act 2014 has added to bureaucracy for local 
authorities in Wales, which has increased staff workloads significantly. 
Equally, Southwark told us that high staff turnover in housing options 
departments has put pressure on services. If more people are to present 
to authorities as homeless, they must feel that doing so will prove 
beneficial to their situation, and so local authorities must be resourced 

adequately to deliver.  
 
Some authorities are taking an innovative approach. We heard from 
Southwark, who are a ‘trailblazer’ borough,46 that advice services are 
improving as a result of the new system and that innovations introduced 
as part of the trial are proving successful. However, they reported that 
bureaucracy has increased because of the longer prevention duty, and 
case workers can spend almost double the amount of time on cases 

than they did previously. When the Act is implemented, local authorities 
must support staff, recognising the increased workload this will bring, 
and the associated challenge to staff morale. 
 
If the Act is to be implemented effectively, the Government must seek 
to reduce bureaucracy. Currently, the multi-stage homelessness duty 
means that people must be notified of which stage they have reached at 

various points of the process. Both charities and local authorities we 
spoke to recognised that lengthy decision letters involved in this process 

do not help service users and are unnecessary, especially at a time of 

personal difficulty. We heard of innovative ways of providing 
information to service users being trialled in Wales, such as delivering 
updates over text or as part of personal housing plans. Overall, 
innovation should seek to free up housing options staff to spend more 
time in frontline services, rather than filling out increased paperwork.  
 
The process for assessing vulnerability is inconsistent 
 

There are two definitions of vulnerability – a legislative definition and a 
dictionary definition. Anyone who is homeless is, by the dictionary 
definition, vulnerable. However, providing evidence to support a 
decision that someone is vulnerable by the legislative definition is 
becoming increasingly difficult,47 and decisions are increasingly 
inconsistent, both across and within boroughs. Evidence we received 
suggests that services have become so stretched that there is now a 
hierarchy of vulnerability being used by housing officers in local 

authorities. Indeed, some experts told us that the bar was “so high that 
it is almost impossible to get housing” for those that are vulnerable.48 
The number of those being assessed as vulnerable because of domestic 
violence has remained largely static in England since 2010,49 despite a 
wider increase in the reporting of domestic violence and abuse.50 
 
The inconsistencies in decision-making processes mean applicants find it 

hard to understand how likely they are to be accepted as homeless. 
Their faith in the system consequently decreases and fewer people 
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make full applications for support. Increasingly, it seems that people are 

being warned off at the first stage, before they even make an 
application, which presents issues in reaching accurate figures for 
homelessness. Solace Women’s Aid suggested that many presenting to 
housing options are simply told that they will not have enough evidence 
to support their application, meaning it is not worth applying. 
 
And all this comes during an extremely difficult personal crisis when 
people are already upset and vulnerable. In many cases, it seems that 

the very system which is designed to help them can cause them more 
stress. 
 
Advice and support services in London need to be better promoted 
 
We have found that homelessness advice and support services in 
London are not well promoted. There is good work in the sector: a wide 
range of services are available, both from local authorities and the not-

for-profit sector. For example, helplines run by charities Centrepoint and 
Shelter are useful in directing people to support, but not enough people 
are aware of these services.  
 
We also note that the Mayor has committed to a new rough sleeping 
outreach team on public transport,51 but this will only reach a limited 
cohort of those in need. Our investigation heard that hidden homeless 

people also frequent airports, so the Mayor should include these in his 
outreach work. 

Among some groups there is still stigma attached to seeking formal 

support for housing issues. We heard that many feel too embarrassed to 
come forward. The Royal British Legion’s UK Household Survey, for 
example, found substantial evidence of members of the ex-service 
community who are unwilling to seek formal support. Outside of health 
needs, of those reporting some sort of personal or household difficulty, 
only one in four reports using a source of support in the last year.52 
 
The Mayor has a significant voice that could be used to promote 

awareness of advice and support services. More prominent signposting 
to homelessness services could play a huge role in guiding more people 
towards support. The Mayor does not currently provide any information 
on the availability of advice and support for homelessness on the 
London.gov website, other than information about the Mayor’s No First 
Night Out initiative. He has already committed to creating a new ‘Homes 
for Londoners property portal’, an upgrade of the current First Steps 
system,53 intended to provide Londoners with links to social, affordable 

and shared ownership properties. The London.gov website draws 
significant traffic and seems a sensible first port of call for people 
seeking advice about homelessness in London. Including signposting to 
advice services on the London.gov website, or through his new property 
portal, could significantly increase people’s knowledge of homelessness 
services and support in addressing it.  
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Transport for London (TfL) also has one of the world’s biggest 

advertising portfolios, with posters in place at every station and on 
vehicles across the network. The Mayor and TfL regularly use these 
information posters to promote events and policy information. Using 
this advertising space to promote the availability of homelessness 
advice and support services would reach millions of Londoners easily, 
for very little cost. 
 
Better housing support for survivors of domestic violence and abuse 

 
Vulnerable people, such as survivors of domestic violence and abuse, 
face difficulties getting housing for which they are legally entitled 
because of inconsistency in assessments for housing by local authorities.  
 
Local authorities have a limited by the number of homes available to 
support survivors of domestic violence and abuse, which are in high 
demand. There is specific demand for specialist housing for vulnerable 

people and those with complex needs, for whom general-needs 
accommodation is not appropriate. It has been noted that, because 
most people sleeping rough are men, homelessness services are 
typically designed around the needs of male clients. This means that 
specialist refuges, which provide safe accommodation and skilled 
support, are a vital lifeline for many women escaping domestic violence. 

54 55 A lack of refuge spaces and supported housing is not helping the 

problem. There was a shortfall of 326 refuge bed spaces across London 
in 2016.56 The committee has already raised concerns with this issue in 

Simone’s story 
Simone was referred to Solace Women’s Aid by multiple agencies; she 
and the perpetrator had recently separated and did not live together. 
The perpetrator had made multiple threats to kill Simone during and 
after the relationship. There was a restraining order in place which 
the perpetrator had adhered to. However, he had recruited a group of 
men to stand outside Simone’s property and harass and intimidate 
her. They were banging on the door and stated that they would kill 
her unless she allowed the perpetrator access to his child. Simone felt 
unsafe to remain in her property and so moved to sofa surf between 
two friends’ properties.  
 
Solace supported Simone to apply for an emergency panel landlord 
application; the local authority stated that Solace’s risk assessment 
and multiple agency information were insufficient and requested a 
Police risk assessment. Simone was too scared to report much of the 
abuse to the police, therefore the risk assessment came back as 
‘standard’ due to limited information. The local authority has stated 
that it doesn’t believe that she is at high risk from the group of men 
threatening her outside her property and that she doesn’t meet its 
criteria for a move. 
 
Simone is currently still sofa surfing with family members. Solace has 
spent five months advocating for a move for Simone with no success. 
Simone is now sadly disengaging from support from Solace as she 
feels that nothing is going to change.  
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its report last year, Supported Housing in the Balance, but little has been 

done to improve the situation.  
 
We also heard that victims could be better supported by clarifications in 
tenancy law that would give victims more claim over their housing. We 
believe that in London in 2017 it should not be so difficult to get housing 
support if you are vulnerable and genuinely homeless. 
 
Authorities still lack guidance around tenancy rights in cases of domestic 

violence and abuse. It is unclear whether perpetrators of domestic  
violence and abuse should be allowed to remain in the property if a 
survivor flees. The Renting Homes (Wales) Act 2016, developed by the 
Law Commission to simplify tenancy law, deals with this problem. It 
allows names on a tenancy to change throughout the contract, so that 
people who have experienced domestic violence and abuse have a 
higher chance of remaining in a tenancy following a domestic violence 
case, rather than the perpetrator. There is evidence that local 

authorities in London are already moving towards better working 
practices regarding domestic violence and tenancy rights, but this 
improvement needs to be enshrined in English legislation if it is to 
become widespread. 
 
The process of finding a home for those that choose to leave the 
property of a perpetrator could be made easier. There are several 

examples of reciprocal housing agreements between London boroughs 
and housing associations which work positively for survivors. For 

example, we heard that in the London Borough of Southwark women 

are able to keep their local authority housing eligibility band (which 
prioritises their need for housing) when they move out of the borough. 
The Pan-London Housing Reciprocal Agreement,57 a voluntary 
collaboration between local authorities and registered housing 
providers in London, is a good example of this. It is an alternative 
housing route that can be utilised if a local authority or registered 
housing provider cannot meet the need of the tenant from within their 
own stock, including when the risk to the tenant is too great for them to 

remain within a certain area. The principle is that local authorities and 
registered providers in London cooperate to move households where 
suitable available accommodation can be identified. This is positive as it 
allows survivors of abuse to move away from a perpetrator, if they wish, 
and reduces the chance of homelessness. Making this practice 
commonplace, through new legislation, would improve the lives of 
victims. 
 

The Government has announced it is planning to implement changes in 
the form of the Domestic Violence and Abuse Bill. We would welcome a 
strong focus on housing within this legislation, noting that previous 
attempts at improving support for victims have often focused on 
criminal justice issues rather than housing issues. 
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Recommendations 
 

Recommendation 1 

The Government should recognise the acute nature of homelessness in 
London and keep under review the funding to implement the 
Homelessness Reduction Act for London local authorities, to ensure that 
boroughs have sufficient resources to relieve and prevent homelessness. 

Recommendation 2 

The Mayor should lobby London local authorities to record the 
protected characteristics of those presenting at housing options 
services, following comprehensive training of staff about the sensitivity 
required in collection, and the purpose of such monitoring. This would 
create better understanding of London’s homeless population. 

Recommendation 3 

The Mayor should review the assessment of ‘vulnerability’, and advice 
given to non-priority need applicants across London to create best 
practice guidelines for local authorities and homelessness charities. This 
should make particular reference to advice and support for young and 
LGBT persons, as well as supporting vulnerable people. He should add 
this to the agenda for his No Nights Sleeping Rough Task Force. 

Recommendation 4 

The Government should rewrite the guidance around evidence required 
to reach an assessment of ‘vulnerability’ for those who have 

experienced domestic violence and abuse to make it easier for 
authorities to identify victims accurately. They should ensure that staff 
know that police crime reference or risk assessment numbers are not 
required in order to validate an application. 

Recommendation 5 

In light of the Homelessness Reduction Act’s introduction, and new data 
gained from prevention services, the Government should look to review 
the list of those who meet the criteria for ‘vulnerability’ under the 
legislation. 

Recommendation 6 

The Mayor should promote the use of existing homelessness advice and 
support services using the London.gov.uk website and TfL advertising 
space. 

Recommendation 7 

The Government should ensure that any future legislation on domestic 
violence and abuse gives survivors of domestic violence and abuse 
priority in tenancy law. This would mean that survivors are able to 
remain in their homes following an incident of abuse, if they wish, 
rather than the perpetrator. 

Legislation should seek to formalise the use of reciprocal housing 
agreements between local authorities (and housing associations) to 
ensure that people who experience domestic violence and abuse can 
maintain their housing eligibility band across London. 
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About the Housing Committee
 

Contact 

For media enquiries about this report, please contact: 
Sonia Labboun, External Relations Officer 
Sonia.Labboun@london.gov.uk 
020 7983 5769 
 
For general queries about the committee, please contact: 
Lorraine Ford, Scrutiny Manager 

Lorraine.Ford@london.gov.uk 
020 7983 4394 
 
For further information about the work of the Housing Committee, and 
to see our current investigations, visit our website. 
 
About the London Assembly 

The London Assembly holds the Mayor and Mayoral advisers to account 
by publicly examining policies and programmes through committee 
meetings, plenary sessions, site visits and investigations. 
As well as examining the Mayor’s actions and decisions, Assembly 
Members act as champions for Londoners by investigating issues that 
are important to the capital. 
Assembly investigations are carried out by cross-party committees 
which cover vital areas like transport, policing, housing and planning, 

the economy, health and the environment. The Assembly can press for 
changes to national, Mayoral or local policy.  
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Appendix 1 – Our approach 
 

This investigation is based on testimony from a number of organisations, 
primary research in the form of a small survey and analysis of secondary 
data sources. 
 
The committee met twice formally to discuss this issue with invited 
guests, on 23 March and 27 June 2017. At our first meeting, we heard 

testimony from two people who had experienced hidden homelessness, 
as well as one woman who had hosted homeless young people as part 
of Depaul’s Nightstop emergency service for homeless young people. 
 
The following guests attended the two meetings: 

▪ Dr Kesia Reeve, Principal Research Fellow, Centre for 
Regional Economic and Social Research, Sheffield Hallam 
University 

▪ Nicola Harwood, Head of Nightstop, Depaul UK 
▪ Bob Green, Chief Executive Officer, Stonewall Housing 
▪ Mary Mason, Chief Executive Officer, Solace Women’s Aid 
▪ Vincent Lawal, Housing Solutions Manager, London Borough 

of Southwark 
▪ Jenny Barnes, Head of Policy and Research, Centrepoint 
▪ Deborah Halling, Senior Policy Officer, Housing and Land, 

Greater London Authority 
▪ Jennie Bibbings, Campaigns Manager, Shelter Wales 

 

We also launched a short survey on the issue of hidden homelessness, 
which we called ‘Between Homes.’ This received 114 responses to a mix 
of both qualitative and quantitative questions which informed our 
research outcomes, alongside additional testimony. The committee also 
met informally with the following organisations: 

▪ Centrepoint 
▪ Crisis 

▪ Nightstop (Depaul UK) 
▪ Women for Refugee Women 

 
In addition, we received written submissions from Housing Justice and 
the Royal British Legion, as well as several members of the public who 
had experienced hidden homelessness. Case studies used in this report 
are based on evidence to the committee, and from Solace Women’s Aid. 
 

The evidence base for this investigation is a mixture of qualitative and 
quantitative data, both primary and secondary. Given that there is a 
limited evidence base to draw on, the estimates we have created 
through analysis of statistics should be treated with some caution. We 
have been careful to create minimum estimates rather than overstate 
the problem. However, it is likely that the problem is larger than we 
have estimated. 
 

For further information, contact Tom Gill, tom.gill@london.gov.uk. 
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Subject: The Draft London Housing Strategy  

Report to: Housing Committee 
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 
 

Date: 8 November 2017 

 
This report will be considered in public 
 

 
 

1. Summary  
 

1.1 This report sets out the background information for a discussion on the Mayor’s draft Housing 

Strategy for London, with the Deputy Mayor for Housing and Residential Development and invited 

guests.  

 
 
2. Recommendation 

 
2.1 That the Committee notes the report as background to putting questions to the invited 

guests on the Mayor’s draft Housing Strategy. 

 

 

3. Background 
 
3.1 Under the GLA Acts of 1999 and 2007, the Mayor must prepare a London Housing Strategy.  The 

strategy assesses housing conditions, identifies housing needs, and sets out the Mayor’s vision for 

housing in the capital and the policy proposals to support it. 

 

3.2 The Mayor published his new draft Housing Strategy for consultation on 6 September 2017, with a 

deadline for response of 7 December 2017.  The Assembly will wish to respond to the draft Strategy 

and will vote on the final strategy, once it is complete, prior to its submission to the  

Secretary of State.  Under the Localism Act 2011, the Assembly has the power to amend the 

strategy by a two-thirds majority. 
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4. Issues for Consideration 
 

4.1 The strategy is based around five themes: 

  

 Building homes for Londoners 

 

 Delivering genuinely affordable homes 

 

 High quality homes and inclusive neighbourhoods 

 

 A fairer deal for private renters and leaseholders; and 

 

 Tackling homelessness and helping rough sleepers.  

 

4.2 The central priority is to build more homes.  The strategy notes that between 1997 and 2016, 

despite population growth of 25 per cent, just 15 per cent more homes were added to the housing 

stock.  This chronic lack of housing affects almost every Londoner one way or another, through 

issues of affordability and quality.  

 

4.3 The strategy highlights a lack of development land as a critical factor in resolving the housing crisis.  

It sets out new proposals for the Mayor to intervene in the land market.  It also identifies how the 

Mayor wants to harness small sites as part of the solution. 

 

4.4 The Mayor also indicates a shift to a higher density development model and intensification of 

existing built-up areas.  He wants to ensure better regulation and rights for social housing residents 

as well as delivering good practice in terms of estate regeneration schemes. 

 

4.5 The phenomenal growth of London’s private rented sector is a key feature of its housing market.  

The strategy notes that it now houses 28 per cent of London households, and the Mayor wants to 

make life better for London’s two million private renters.  He notes that standards need improving 

and that affordability and security are key issues for many London renters. 

 

4.6 The Committee may therefore wish to discuss with guests: 

 The Mayor’s proposals to buy development land; 

 How small sites can best be used to deliver homes; 

 How greater density and intensification will work; and 

 What more the Mayor can do to improve London’s private rented sector. 

 

 Invited guests 

4.7 A panel of guests has been invited to discuss these issues with the committee, including: 

 James Murray, Deputy Mayor for Housing and Residential Development; 

 Paul Hackett, Chief Executive, Optivo, and Chair of g15; 

 Richard Blyth, Head of Policy, Royal Town Planning Institute;  

 A representative of Just Space; and 

 A representative of smaller home builders. 
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5. Legal Implications 
 

5.1 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in this report. 

 

 

6. Financial Implications 
 

6.1 There are no direct financial implications to the Greater London Authority arising from this report. 

 
 

 

List of appendices to this report: 

None. 

 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: None 

Contact Officer: Lorraine Ford, Scrutiny Manager 

Telephone: 020 7983 4394 

Email: scrutiny@london.gov.uk  
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City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA 
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk 

 

Subject: Housing Committee Work Programme 

Report to: Housing Committee  
 

Report of:  Executive Director of Secretariat 

 
Date: 8 November 2017 
 

This report will be considered in public 

 
 

 
1. Summary  

 

1.1 The Committee receives a report monitoring the progress of its work programme at each meeting.   

 
2. Recommendation 

 
2.1 That the Committee agrees the update to the work programme for the 2017/18 Assembly 

Year, as set out in paragraphs 4.1 to 4.4 of the report.  

 

3. Background  
 

3.1 Members receive a report at each Committee meeting on the progress of the projects agreed as the 

basis for the work programme.  Additional projects will be included in the work programme from 

time to time reflecting the need for the Committee to respond to tasks such as consultations or 

other events as necessary.  

 

3.2 Criteria for topic selection 

 The criteria for selecting topics are some, or all, of the following:  

(a) Addresses a strategic challenge relating to housing in London, with a particular emphasis on:  

 Developing and maintaining sustainable communities; and 

 Reducing inequalities and offering opportunities to all Londoners. 

 

(b) Relates to the responsibilities and priorities of the Mayor and Greater London  

Authority (GLA) Group; 

 

(c) Provides an opportunity for the Committee to influence policy; and 

 

(d) Provides an opportunity for the Committee to add value by bringing significant new evidence 

or new perspectives to the debate. 
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4. Issues for Consideration 
 

Provisional timetable for 2017/18 

4.1 The table below sets out the allocated dates for the Housing Committee in 2017/18. The table 

notes suggested business for the meetings up to December 2017. 
 

4.2 The work programme is subject to change in future as the Committee develops proposals for its 

work.  Dates may be used for formal committee meetings, informal meetings, site visits or other 

activities for the committee.  The work programme also provides for the Committee to respond to 

any matters that arise during the year. 

 

4.3 The Committee agreed at its last meeting, on 5 September 2017, to use its November meeting to 

discuss the Mayor’s Draft Housing Strategy. 
 

4.4 It is proposed that the Committee agrees to use its 5 December 2017 meeting to scrutinise the 

Mayor’s housing delivery record. This could include invited guests from within the GLA, as well as 

external experts. 

 

Meeting Date Proposed topic 

5 December 2017 Mayoral Housing delivery  

23 January 2018 To be confirmed 

27 February 2018 To be confirmed 

15 March 2018 To be confirmed 

  

 
5. Legal Implications 
 

5.1 The Committee has the power to do what is recommended in the report. 

 
 
6. Financial Implications 
 

6.1 There are no financial implications arising from this report. 

 

 

 

List of appendices to this report:  

Appendix 1 – Site Visit Summary Notes – Visit to a Disused School Occupied by Property Guardians 

 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985  
List of Background Papers: None 

Contact Officer: Lorraine Ford, Scrutiny Manager 

Telephone: 020 7983 4394 

E-mail: scrutiny@london.gov.uk    
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Appendix 1 
 
Site Visit Summary Notes – Visit to a Disused School Occupied by Property Guardians 

 

This paper sets out the background information and findings from a site visit to a disused 

school occupied by property guardians to inform the committee’s investigation. 

 

Background 

 

In July 2017, the Housing Committee was invited to visit a range of buildings that were 

occupied by property guardians to help inform the current investigation into property 

guardianship in London.  

 

On the 28 September 2017, Sian Berry AM, Andrew Boff AM and Tom Copley AM attended a 

disused school in the London Borough of Croydon managed by Dot Dot Dot. Dot Dot Dot was 

founded in 2011 and is a social enterprise that provides property guardian services. They have 

properties around England, mostly in the south east, and currently protect hundreds of 

buildings in London.  

 

Visit 

 

Members met with representatives of Dot Dot Dot,1 London Borough of Croydon2 and three 

current property guardians. Members were given a tour of the building and viewed two 

bedrooms, bathrooms and kitchen facilities. Members discussed the positives and negatives of 

property guardianship with Dot Dot Dot, the local authority and current guardians.  

 

Members heard that guardianship provides a range of positives and negatives for guardians 

themselves. Guardianship opportunities provide cheaper accommodation than the private 

rented sector. Dot Dot Dot require guardians to carry out at least 16 hours of volunteering 

every month. Guardians raised concerns over the cost of business utilities as these are charged 

at a more expensive rate for commercial property. The uncertainty over the length of time they 

would be able live at the property was also a worry.  

 

The local authority found that guardianship was a successful property protection measure for 

this property. The local authority was keen to protect the school as its central location meant 

that it was vulnerable to anti-social behaviour. The local authority does not always use property 

guardianship to protect vacant property but found that this property could be adapted 

appropriately and safely to provide short term guardian accommodation.   

                                                 
1 Peter Brown (Chief Executive), Katherine Hibbert (Founder), Ted Maxwell (Head of Marketing & Special Projects) 
and Emma Starling (Relationship Coordinator) 
2 Robert Lines - Estates Surveyor, London Borough of Croydon  
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